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ABSTRACT

An examination of contemporary urban native conditions reveals

that poverty and poor housing conditions do not affect aII
household types equally, but that in fact urban native single-
parent families have become the poorest of the poor. Despite this
reality, only marginal efforts are made to obtain a better
understanding of the role, needs and conditions of native women in
urban environments, and in fight of this deficiency it is hoped

that the thesis further contributes to the body of knowledge.

The purpose of this thesis is hence to examine the housing

conditi'óns of urban native single-parent families in Winnipeg with
particular focus on household type as a determining factor. The

analysis of housing conditions wiII be extended to include an

assessment of the socio-economic conditions of lilinnipeg's native
population using l-986 census data.

Based on the findings of this study and in addition to
insights provided by others, it could be concluded that although

there is a significant relationship between household type and

housing/socio-economic conditions, a number of individual and

external determinants of poverty hold significant explanat,ory

powers and therefore are part of the overall dynamic. The

complexity of the issue at hand alludes to the fact that the poor

housing conditions of urb-an native single-parent families are the

result of a number of factors and all-encompassing solutions are

therefore required to affect change.
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INTRODUCTION

The phenomenon of off-reserve nigration not only raises

fundamental jurisdictional issues r¡rrith respect to governmental

responsibility for urban natives, but also has the effect of

making the non-native population cognizant of the poverty many

native peopte experience. The existence of reserves has in

the past physically contained native poverty, but this was to

change with the event of urban rnigration. Throughout the

early sixties and seventies Canadian urban centres witnessed

an increasing inflow of native migrants who have left

reserves and settlements in search of better living conditions

and, most commonlyr âD opportunity for empÌoyment.

Socio-economic indicators illustrate, however, that

even in urban areas natives are often unable to improve their

living conditions and, as on reserves, continue to live in

poverty. Data collected in the 1-981" and l-986 censuses, âs

well as data cornpiled by the Institute of Urban Studies at

the University of Vrlinnipeg, show that great disparities

between the general urban population and the urban native

population exist with respect to incorne, emplolrment, labour

force participation, education and housing conditions.

5
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The 1-986 census data not only confirm the existence of
this 9ap, but indícate that the gap between the two

populat,ions is in effect widening. This trend is particularly
apparent in the City of Vlinnipeg. As in many other urban

centres, the core is usually the rnost economically depressed

area of a city. This holds true for Winnipeg as weII, where

the per capita representation of natives is tv¡ice that of the

city as a whole.r In L986, 4O percent of htinnipeçtrs native

population was crowded in the inner city, where seven out of

ten native households live below the poverty level.2 Urban

native poverty is, however, not confined to those living in
the core. More than half of Winnipegrs entire native

households lived below the poverty line in l-986, compared to
one in five non-native households.3

The extremely high rate of poverty among urban native
people has significant conseguences with respect to housing

consumption. Due to limited purchasing povrer, urban natives

have become increasingly incapable of satisfying their housing

needs and consequently are more 1ikeIy to experience a

multitude of housing problems. Stewart Clatworthy's

extensive studies of urban native housing empiri-calty support

the assertion that the disparities in housing conditions

Social Planning Council

Council of lÍinnipe9, 1989).

rbid.,
rbid.,

of lrlinnipeg, lilinnipeg Census
(Vüinnípeg: SociaI Planning



between the two populations are not only large and growing,

but are a function of their depressed socio-economic status.a

Data show that native households were 3.3 times more likely to

experience shelter poverty, 2.2 times more like1y to

experience housing quality problems, and 2.8 times more tikely

to be overcrohrded than genéral city households.s

A closer look at the available ernpirical research

reveals, hos/ever, that poverty does not affect all native

househol-ds equally, but that in fact native single-parent

farnilíes have become the poorest of the poor. It is native

single-parent fanilies who experience the highest unemptoyme¡rt

and welfare dependency rates, the lowest labour force

participation rate, the lowest incomes, and the most severe

housing conditions when compared to both the non-native

population and the urban native community at large.

Compounding this already intolerable situation is the

fact that the actual number of fernale 1ed single-parent

families has grown at a faster rate than any other household

type. Unless governments pay irnmediate attention to these

alarming conditions a generation of children wiII be born j-nto

a state of poverty, the consequences of which are profound

and far-reaching for all involved.

Stewart Clatworthy,
IrTínnipeq (Vüinnipeg:

rbid., 88.

Native Housing Conditions in
Institute of Urban Studies, L982).



More resources must be allocated to address the plight. of

urban natives in general and native single-parents in

particular. The magnitude of the problem warrants that socj-al

policy and program initiatives be structured in a hray so as to

assign priority to native single-parent fanilies. For any

policy initiative to be successful native single-parent

families must be targeted as a special needs group.

The purpose of this thesis is to examine the predicament

of urban native female led single-parent fanilies residing in

Ìflinnipeg, utilizing housing as the focus of analysis. In

particular, the thesis will test the hypothesis as to whether

there is a relationship between household type and housing

conditions. To that end, an analysis of housing conditions

wiII be structured over househol-d type and ethnicity,

wherever data perrnit

Central to the analysis is the assumption that generally

speaking, a person's ability to satisfy his/her housing

needs is a function of socio-economic status. A clear

understanding of socio-economic conditions is therefore

imperative and must of necessity be the starting point if the

nature and causes of the housing conditions are to be fully

understood. In Iight of this conceptual relationship,

particular attention wiII be afforded to the underlying

dynamics of poverty affecting urban native single-parents so

severely. Factors unique to native single-parent families

will be identified and assessed in terms of demarcating their

8



unique conditions and potentiarly functioning as impediments

in irnproving their living conditions.

A principle implication of the research resurts is that
there is indeed a significant relationship between household

type and housing conditions. Ernpiricar anarysis provides

evidence that single-parent families experience the highest

rate of poverty and consequentry show the highest incidence of
problems of housing affordability and adequacy when compared

to other household types

significant differences persist, ho!üever, between native
and non-native single-parent farnilies and both individual and

externar determinants of poverty are drawn upon to account for
this variance. Based on the findings of availabre studies,
combined with an examination of the 1986 census data, it was

found that aside from househol-d type and its unique

demographic characteristics, êthnicity, gênder and

ultimately oners position in the class structure are important

determinants of poverty.

The thesis is to a great degree exploratory in nature in
the sense that it strives towards a greater understanding of
how ethnicity and household type contribute to the
perpetuation of poverty and the extent to which famiry
viorence rnay be drawn upon to explain the disproportionately
large share of femare Ied single-parent faniries within the

native community. To that end, Evelyn peters' work, which

provides some answers regarding the large numbers of native

9



single-parent fanilies, will be critically ana'lyzed.6 Her

research provides the cont,ext within which the hypothesis that
the high incidence of native single-parent families is, in
part, due to the high rates of fanily violence witl be

advanced.

Based on research findings, the thesis concludes that
complex policy responses are required to address the housing

problems experienced by urban native single-parent fanilies.
Unless the departmentalization of socio-economic and political
issues gives hray to an all-encornpassing and well integrated

approach, current programs and services witl continue to
bypass most native single-parent families. By virtue of the

severity of the problems they encounter and the tong lasting
impact on their children if improvements in their living
standards do not occur, housing and other social programs

must make it their priority to assist this client group.

However, it should also be acknowledged that while

targeting native single-parent families through policy and

programs is a step in the right direction and provides,

albeit short-term but inmediate relief, it will not and

cannot initiate fundamental socio-economic and political
change. The recognition of aboriginal rights, including the

inherent right to self-government, the settlement of claims,

Eve1yn Peters,

fnstitute of Urban Studies, L984).

Native Households in Winnipeg: Strategies

L0

($Iinnipeg:



the honouring of treaty obligations and the empowerment of
native peopre to assume control over their rives are necessary

preconditions if the quarity of rife of aboriginal peopres is
to significantly improve. First Nations must have their
inherent right to setf-'Çovernment recognized and must be

provided with the means to rearize these rights, if the
impacts of colonialisrn are to be reversed.

Methodological fssues

Although the rthrust of the thesis is a study of the
housing conditions of urban native single-parent farniries in
vtinnipeg, the analysis is placed in the rarger context of the

socio-economic environment which shapes the living conditions
of this
Clatworthy

analytical

population, an approach adopted directly from

and Stevens.? The rationale for extending the

household's

characteristics is driven by a recognition that these factors
directry influence the household's ability to satisfy its
housing needs.

clatworthyts research provides ampre empiricar evidence

which illustrates that housing problems encountered by native
households can be attributed directry to problems experienced

in the labour market which, in turn, resurt in high revers of

framework to incl-ude an assessment of the

income, education, and labour force

stewart clatworthy and Harvey stevens, An overview of
(Ottawa: Indian and Northern Affairs Canada, L}BT), 34.

1- 1_



hrerfare dependency and row levels of income.s Drawing from
these fíndings, the anarysis of the housing conditions of
urban native single-parent famiries in winnipeg wilr be

integrated with an assessment of their socio-economic status
and the factors deternining the ratter. rn this context,
causal factors of poverty wirl be identified and organized
into individual and externar determinants of poverty.

By virtue of the fact that problems experienced in the
housing market are inextricably linked to problems experienced
as a result of onets socio-economic status, âny policy scheme

addressing this dynarnic cannot be myopic in its approach if it
is to be successful in improving the current substandard
housing conditions experienced by urban native singre-parent
fanilies.

Definitions

Housing conditions and problems wil-r be defined and

measured by utilizing the three dimensions of housing need,

recognized in canada's stated housing objectives and in
policies and programs.e These include affordability,
adequacy and suitabitity. ,Housing affordability refers to
the relationship between the cost of housing services (rentar
or homeownership) and the householdrs ability to pay for those

rbid. , 5.

Stewart Clatworthy,
Winnipeg (Winnipeg:
48.

trlative Housinq Conditions fnInstitute of Urban Studies, IgB2),

1-2



services (which in the rnajority of households is determined by

the current household income),.lo This relationship is
measured in terms of income ratíos to shelter cost on the

basis of a predetermined contribution rate standard. Up until
1-986, the contribution rate was set at 25 percent of gross

household income. This means that if a household spent more

than 25 percent of its income on shelter, it is said to
experience an affordability problem or what is often referred

to as shelter poverty. The contribution rate standard v/as

changed in 1986 to 3O percent. Since the l-986 census

calculated affordability based on the 25 percent contribution
rate standard, data presented in this thesis are not adjusted

to the present rate of 30 percent.

Ifousing adequacy ,refers to the physical condition of the

housing unit, including such elements as structural
soundness, state of repair, amenities presentr êtc. rlt

Construction and rehabilitation standards are established by

Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation, whereas the provinces

are responsible to set standards ensuring a minimum standard

of safety and health through such legislation as public health

acts.

Ilousing suitability refers most commonly to the leveI of

crowding which j-s determined on the basis of the householdrs

space requirements in relation to the nature and amount of

rbid., 48.

rbid., 49.

L3



space available. 12

On the basis of the three indicators, a household is
said to be in core need if it experiences at reast, one of the

three housing problems.

The concept of nultiple housing problerns witl also be

utilized in the assessment of housing conditions and must

therefore be briefly explained. A household is said to be

experiencing multiple housing problems when ' a low income

household is forced to trade off housing quality and/or

housing space in order to acquire housing r¡¡hich it, can

af f ord. '13

The concept of poverty will be extensively used in this
thesis, and for purposes of measurement will refer to ,the

rerationship of the househordts income to a theoretical
minimum level of income required to purchase basic goods and

services. Households with incomes at or below the minimum

revel required to purchase basic aoods and services are deemed

to be experiencing poverty. rla In order to determine the

minimum Level of income required, Statistics Canadars low

income cut,-off levels, which adjust to the size of the

household and the geographical location, wiII be employed.

The author recognizes the narrohr nature of using the

rbid.,
rbid. ,

Stewart
Housincr

50.

72.

Clatworthy and Harvey
Conditions, l-8 .

L4
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above definition and measurement of poverty, which is
undoubtable an inadequate measure of economíc deprivation and

the inability to control one,s life seeing that it addresses

only one dimension of poverty, and that is income. Due to the

Iack of and access to available data, ho\,,rever, income wiII be

utilized as the measure of poverty.

In this study, household type refers to the effectÍve
unit of housing consurnption for housing services, describing

a group of people who occupy a dwelling. According to

St,atistics Canada, there are five major household types:

husband and wife (or common-Iaw) without children, husband and

wife with children, single-parent families, multiple families,
and non-families. Based on this definition, a female-Ied

single-parent farnily is defined as a household where the

mother is the prirnary household maintainer and soleIy

responsible for child rearing.

The term 'urban adjustment' wiII be used frequently in

this study, signifying the active and genuíne participatíon of

urban native people in the decision-naking process and the

urban labour market

The thesis refrains from adopting the artificially and

externally imposed division of native people into separate

categories of status, non-status and Metis. The term native

is therefore defined as all-inclusive, including status and

non-status, and Metis. Clatworthy's study of urban native

1_5



housing condit,iorsrs, and the 1986 census data, both of which

adopt the all-inclusive definition of native, are consequently

most heavily drawn upon.

The scope of the analysis is restrict,ed to the urban

native population residing in Vtinnipeg. The city of Vüinnipeg

was chosen as the area of study for two reasons. Unlike other

Manitoba urban centres, IVinnipeg is the largest catchment area

for urban native migrants and, as such, lends itself weII to
the study. Second1y, Irlinnipeg is also the most accessible to
the author. However, the policy implications and conclusions

are not confined to !,finnipeg alone in light of the fact that
Clatworthy and Gunn, in their study of urban native conditions

in select western canadian cities, found that both employment

and labour market experiences are quite similar.16

t6

Stewart Clatvrorthy, Native Housing Conditions in
lrÏinnipeg, (Vflinnipeg: Institute of Urban Studies I L982).

Stewart Clatworthy and J. Gunn, Economic Circumstances
of Native Peop1e in Selected Metropolitan Centres in
lrlestern Canada (V^Iinnipeg: Institute of Urban Studies,
Le82) .

'16



IJITERATURE REVIEIÍ

Based on the premise that housing conditions and

consumption are a function largely of the household's socio-

economic status, it is irnperative to review both the body of

Iiterature on urban native housing as weII as the literature
examining the roots of urban native poverty. Upon analysis of

the pertinent literature, one fundamental observation can be

made which pertains to the vast najority of research dealing

with urban housing conditions in general andlnative poverty in
particular. With the exception of a few studies, the role,

needs, and conditions of native women in the urban environment

are generally ignored. Most academics have either failed
altogether to dÍstinguish between h¡omen and men in their

examination of migration patterns and urban adjustrnent, or

have merely noted gender-based dissinilarities in terms of

migration patterns, yet fallen short of developing such

findings further.le Even fewer scholars have devoted any

CITAPTER TTÍO

Joan Ryan, for example, took note of the fact that single
mothers migrated to urban areas at a greater rate than
any other household type, and that this phenornenon is
largely a result of the lovr priority single mothers are
given on the reserve with respect to housing and other
services, but did not expound on these findings further.

.L7



attention to the fact that female led single-parent families
are not only disproportionately represented in urban areas,

but also have become the most severely economically deprived

segment of the urban population. Consequently, the role of

native hromen in urban. areas is little understood to date and

requires significant,Iy more attention.
A similar void can be detected wiLh respect to a

comprehensive anatysis of the housing conditions of the urban

native community. The literature frequently glosses over the

housing conditions of urban natives and fails to focus on the

root causes of the inability to satisfy their housing needs.

Even in the research dealing specifically with urban native

conditions, it is evident that in most cases the subject of

housing represents merely one of many themes around which the

material under study is organized, but which is usually purely

descriptive in character and seldom provides any empirical

data or indepth analysis of the possible causes of substandard

housing. Aside from the work of Clatworthy and Stevens,

enpirical research focusing on native housing conditions,

and/or an examination of housing consumption patterns

structured over household type, is restricted to on-reserve

housing. As in the case of native Ìrromen, research on off-
reserve housing conditions is extremely sparse and generally

peripheral in nature and substantial efforts are required to

See: Joan Ryan,
Indian (Toronto: Peter Martin Press, L978').

18
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improve this research deficiency.

Aside from these common hreaknesses, most studies concur

that there is indeed what, has commonry been referred to an

turban native problem' in many canadian cities. Little
disagreement exists that high unemployment rates, Iow income

Ieve1s, a high degree of welfare dependency, the
disintegration of the nuclear family and substandard housing

conditions characterize the lives of many native persons. The

difference, however, lies ín what is identified as causal

factors and, flowing from that, the recommended course of
action.

Drawing on both osberg's and lrÏien's review of pertinent
research on poverty in generar, and native poverty in
particurar, it is possible to define the relevant body of
riterature on the basis of their underrying assumptions, the
types of factors drawn upon to explain the phenomenon under

study and the specific strategies proposed., alr of which form

the theoretical framework of anaÌysis.20 Lars Osbergrs

contribution to the assessment of the various rnethodological

approaches orâres prirnarily to the fact that the research scope

and the type of information presented in support of oners

thesis is a direct function of the authorrs theoretical

Fred l{ien, Rebuilding the Econornic Base of Indian
Communities: The Micmac in Nova Scotia (Montreal: fne
Institute for Research on Publ_ic policy I L9B6) , 79.

L9



perspective.2l

The subsequent riterature review uses both vlien and

osberg's frameworks as points of reference, facilitating the

extraporation of several broad theoretical perspectives from

the vast body of riterature on urban native poverty. Although

the theoretical perspective is usualry easiry identifiabre,
in some instances the lines distinguishing the various schools

of thought are blurred. rn some cases it is, therefore, more

useful to envision a continuurn of the different perspectives

in an effort to avoid potentially inappropriate
categorization

By far the most prevailing view in the body of literature
is the orthodox perspective, which identifies as causar

factors of poverty those which are largery controlrabre by the

individual. Arthough different conceptuar moders are

employed, ranging from the culture of poverty model to
modernization and human capital theories, the common prernise

in arr is that thêre are no inherent inequities or barriers in
the market system which would prevent native people from

irnproving their socio-economic conditions if they so chose.

On the contrary, the assumption is that there is a perfect
correlation between income and educational attainment,
personal motivation to adjust to modern urban life and the

degree of assimilation. The root cause of poverty, it is

2l Lars Osberg,
Butterworth &

Economic Inequality in Canada (Toronto:
Co (Canada)LTD., 1981-), 3.

20



argued, therefore lies with the individual who creates
his/her own obstacres and/or opportunities. By virtue of the
fact that most current government programs targeting urban
native poverty subscribe to this theoreticar perspective, it
is worth studying its roots in some detail.

schorars such as Nagler, Denton, Kerri, and shackleton
study the phenomenon of urban nigration and urban native
poverty from the perspective of the individual and his/her
potential to adjust successfurry to the modern world. The

scope of the research rareÌy goes beyond an assessment of the
socio-cultural characteristics of native individuals and the
manner in which these factors inhibit or foster successful-
urban adjustnent. success and failure are measured in t,erms

of the degree to which urban natives have assirnilated into
urban mainstream society. This process is one of
acculturation and is argued to be largely dependent upon the
wilringness of the individual to assimiÌate, their
motivations, and/or the extent to which the individuar has

been prepared for urban lifestyles in terms of job skilrs and

social habits. vüith the passing of tirne, the provision of
t'raining programs to acquire the necessary job skilrs, the
wirringness to adjust and the implementation of proglrams

geared t,o faniriarize native persons with urban culture,
successful adjustrnent is inevitable.

Nagler adopts this modernization perspective and has gone

to great length to identify those native traits said to inpede

2L



'progresst and thereby urban adjustment. In fact, he carries
this assumption to the extreme and states that it is indeed

'the Indianst rrfndiannessrr which tends to separate them from

the mainstream of the urban populationt, which, he arçtues,

Iies at the root cause of native poverty.22 ïndian culture is
seen to be at odds r'¡ith mainstream culture which has the

effect of acting as a barrier in terms of improving the

quality of life. The following quote best illustrates his
perspective:

Indians thus experience difficulty in adjusting
to a ne$r environment because their conceptions of
Iiving do not involve punctuality, responsibility,
hurry, impersonality, frugality, and the other
social practices which are a part of the urban
environment. rrtheir degree of Indiannessrl
affects the various patterns of adjustments the
Indians make to the urban scene.23

A common reaction to the cultural clash is what has often

been referred to as the developrnent of a ,culture of poverLy',

characterized by the intense feeting of hopelessness which in
turn fosters disobedient and destructive behaviour amongst the

urban poor. Of particular importance in this context is the

argument that once the culture of poverty has manifested

itself , it becomes an irnpedirnent to irnproving one's socio-

economic conditions. Nagler utitizes the culture of poverty

thesis in support of the argument "that much of their

rbid., L9.

Mark Nagler, Indians in the City (Ottawa: Canadian
Research Centre for Anthropology, L97O) , 25.

22



traditional hray of tife has been destroyed and has been

repraced by a culture of poverty, characterized by farniry
instabirity, superficiar interpersonal relationships among

rndian famiries, feelings of hoperessness, dependence, and

inferiority, and a lack of socj-al organizationrf .u
Kerri's- h¡ork takes a simirar approach as Nagler's,

stressing the individual/s skills and level of education as

the primary determinants of the degree of econonic adjustment,
defined as the'abirity to pay for oners needs and have an

economic self-sufficiency in these respectsr.25 Theodore

Graves' economic adjustment model is adopted in principle,
which asserts that the nigrantrs economic adjustment potential
'depends largely on his capacity to display saleable
productive skiIIs. This in turn is a function of his
premigration training and experience, hi=. education
(especiatry vocationar training), and his contact with
whites. t26

Kerri utilizes this rnodel in his assessment of urban
native conditions, expanding its scope to include such factors
as the availability of jobs, the extent to which the
individual has established contacts with job opportunities,

Fred Irlien,

Institute
James N. Kerri, rrThe Economic Adjustment of rndians inIrlinnipeg, Canada, tt Urban Anthropologv S (4) , (L97 6) :352.

rbid., 351.
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and his/her motivationar traits. Although discrimination
the labour market is identified as an inhibiting factor,
is linited to personal as opposed to structural
discrímination.

A conceptual distínction between structural and personal
discrimination is warranted at this point, and Hu1l's
definition of discrinination wirr be adopted. He identifies
personar discrimination as one type of racism, distinct from
structural racism, and best described as the racist and

discriminatory attitudes held by a serect few people, such as

landrords. structurar racism, on the other hand, is basicarly
taken in its broadest sense and ,attempts to describe a

problem in the socio-economic rerations of our society,
without laying the blame for the probrem on any particular
group or individual. rn this sense, structurar racism is the
lack of opportunity systematically experienced by a racialry
def ined group within our soci eiuy. ,27

By adopting this dístinction it is evident that most of
the discussion of racism and discrimination in orthodox theory
does not go beyond the interpersonal and, hence, behavioral
sort of discrirnination. shackleton, for exampre,

acknowredges the existence of discrimination of landrords
against natives in the winnipeg housing market and raments the
absence of human rights legisration applying to housing, but

tn

ir

n Jeremy HuIl; Natives in a crass society (saskatoon: one
Sky Publisher , 1,9821 , 2.
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her anarysis of discrirnination does not extend beyond one of
personal discrinination. 28

Although Kerri does make an atternpt to extend the scope

of his research to draw upon ext,ernar forces, such as

discrinination in the labour market and lack of jobs, his
analysis falls short of going beyond the individuar. trhile
rabour market dynamics are drawn upon as irnpacting on the
degree of economic adjustment, in keeping with orthodox

theory, a strong preference to weigh the individuaÌrs
notivation heaviest prevails. The forrowing quote attests to
this bias:

Because, regardless of the migrant's potentials
for economic and other social adjustment in his newsetting and the availability of resources and
conditions in the new conmunity for development of
his potentials, what the nigrait does or does not
do depends to a great extent on what he intends to
do or is interested in doing.2e

owing to the fact that most researchers acknowledge that
onry a minority of native people appear to adjust successfully
to the modern economy, explanations as to why native people

migrate to the city in the first place are sought. Most

commonry, the rack of economic opportunities on reserves is
cited as the most frequent reason for nigration. rt is,

28 Doris Shackleton, rrThe Indian as Nehrcomer, r Canadian
l{elfare 45(4) (1-969): 7-L7.

James N. Kerri, rrPush and puII Factors : Reasons for
Migration as a Factor in Amerindian urban Adjustrneht, tt

Human Organization 35(2) (Sunrner L976) z 2L6.
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however, recognized that the driving force behind rnigration is
not arways purely economical but rather nultidimensional,
arthough as research has indicated, in most cases push as

opposed to puII factors predominate the personrs decision to
reave the reserve community. rpushr factors being those which
toriginate from the rnigrantrs originar community, which cause

him to move, and rrpulrrr factors being identified as those
which originate from the city, attracting the migrant and

motivating him to move. r3o

contributing to the discussion on the dynamics of push

and pu1l factors is Dentonts work, who unrike Nagler and

Kerri stresses'individuar preference as one of the important
motivating factors. He agrees with Kerri and Nagrer, that the
search for employment attracts natives to the city, but
argues that natives are not motivated sorely by a rack of
employnent opportunities on the reserves. Lifecycle pressures

and social control mechanisms operative in the reserve
communities are instead pushing peopre to cities.3r rn
particular, social and culturar conditions are identified as

pushing young natives off reserves in an effort to become

self-reliant and independent from their famiries. , strong
vilrage norms and social. contror mechanisms ...encourage work,

James N. Kerri, unwilling urbanites: The Life Experienceof. canqdian rndians in. a prairie city rwasnington:University Press of America, tgTg), 28.

Trevor Denton, rr Migration from a canadian rndian
Reserve, rr Journar of canadian studies vrr (2) (May 1,972) z

54-62
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independence and earning oners o$/n money', and it is these
lifecycle and cultural pressures which induce migration of
predominantry young natives, between the ages i-6 and 25.32

Denton's analysis of push and pulr factors shapes his
explanation as to why urban rnigrants appear to experience
adjustment difficurties. Based on his own research, albeit
mostly derived from personal experience, he concrudes that
with the exception of some migrants, natives do not adjust
because they have no intention of settting permanently in the
city and consequently do not choose to adapt to urban
lifestyles. since migration to urban areas is temporary and

motivated by J-ifecycle pressures, natives sinply consider
their stay in the city as short-term, in most cases,
intending to eventuarly return to the reserves. oespite the
different expranation as to why a great number of nati-ve
migrant,s experience adjustment difficurties, Denton concurs
with other orthodox theorists that the root cause of nati-ve
poverty ultirnately ries with the individual who is at odds

with dominant culture.
rn retrospect, it can be concl_uded that despite various

differences with respect to the individual themes the material
is organized around, the basic premise is that anshrers to the
urban native problem lie prinarily with the individual native
person and his/her potentiaL and personal motivation to
assimj-rate into the urban mainstream. Fundamental changes in

rbid., 55.
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the sociar, politicar and economic fabric of society are not

considered a necessary precondition to sociar change, because

they are not identified as being rinked to the high incidence

of poverty among urban natives. Hence, Do significant effort
is made to broaden the narro$r scope and extend the conceptuar

framework to incrude a thorough examination of those

environmental factors which inhibit native persons from

significantry improving their socio-econornic conditions. The

failure to extend the anatyticar parameters to include a

thorough examination of the external context is prirnarily
driven by the assumpti'on of generarry perfect rabour market

conditions. Although authors such as Nagler and Kerri
acknowredge that the labour market is not entirery free of
discrimination, little weight is assigned to discrimination as

a powerful deterrent to equal opportunity.

Owing to the fact that external factors are not drawn

upon to account for urban poverty, the data utilized in most

orthodox theories are restricted to educational indicators and

an assessment of how cultural traits inhibit proglress.

Research is often purery descriptive and impressionistic and

relies heavily on personal observations and experiences.

Aside from the general lack of thorough ernpirical

analysis of factors other than educational- indicators,
orthodox theories have a strong tendency to blame the victim.
It is the individual who is the sol-e focus of analysis and

ultinatery it is the individuar who is blamed for not being
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able to break out of the cycle of poverty. In fact, it is
potentially racist because stereotypes such as the inability
of natives to 'punch the clock' along with other native
cultural characteristics are drawn upon to account for the

culturar clash between the native and non-native conmunity,

and serve to exprain hrhy so many natives experience

difficulties in the labour market

As alluded to earlier, the solutions sought are directly
rinked to the type of theoreticar moder emproyed. rn the case

of orthodox theories it is evident that, although the

recommended degree of assimilation varies from total
assimilation to active participation in urban sociar,
political and economic spheres, assimilation into the

dominant cuLture is key to enhancing economic equarity.
Policies and programs geared to addressing the urban native
probrem must, therefore, have as their focus the enhancement

of the ability of native persons to adjust to the urban

mainstream curture, coupred with the individual's ohrn

initiatives. of central importance is the improvement of the

educational level of the native poputation to provide them

with the necessary skilIs to compete effectivety in the urban

labour market. owing to the fact that discriminatÍon is
acknowledged as a possible barrier to equal opportunity, as

ill-defined and narrottr in scope as it may be, programs are

also proposed to address this inequality, a prominent example

being affirnative action programs.
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The argument is advanced that with the initiation of
t'hese government programs and, above arr, in due course,
successfur integration into the doninant curture is not only
desirable but indeed inevitabre. Little respect is paid to
the fact that native peoples may not wish to surrender their
own distinct, traditionar cultures as the prize for equality.
Aside from the ethicar implications of promoting assimiLation,
the fact that attempts over the last decades to assimilate
native people have failed attests to the irl conceived
assumption that assimiration is of pivotaJ_ importance in
addressing native poverty.

No comrnents can be made with respect to the assessment of
urban native housing conditions, because the subject of
housing is not an area of study in any of the above works.
Housing conditions are mentioned onry peripheralry in terms of
motivating many natives to leave their reserve communities and

move to the city. shackreton speaks to the issue of
discri¡ni-nating landlords who make it difficult for newcomers

to obtain adequate housing, but does not exprore urban native
housing further. Nagrer merely comments on the fact that
arthough urban natives appear to be riving in the slum areas
of town, there are no native ethnic neighbourhoods as in the
case of rtarians, chinese or other ethnic aroups.33 This is
explained by the fact that there does not appear to be any

33 Mark Nagler, Natives without a Home
Canada Lirnited, L97S) , 55.
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cohesion within the native community or a conmon heritage
which wourd dfaw urban nat,ives together. Nagler in fact links
the absence of cohesion amongst urban natives to their lack of
common heritage. rt can be argued, holuevetr, that although it
is true that native peoples come from various curtural
backgrounds, the rack of cohesion may be more a resurt of
divisive forces such as crass and gender as opposed to the
lack of common heritage.

A'n area of research'which in some instances complements

the orthodox perspective in terms of its assumption that
assimilation is a desirabre policy objective, is the research
conducted in the area of institutionar development. The unit
of analysis is commonly service institutions and their role in
facilitating or inhibiting urban adjustment is studied. !{hile
the focus of analysis is institutions, the theoretical
perspectives employed vary considerably. cautj_on must

therefore be exercised in not subsuming the various studÍes
under one th_eoreticar perspective. owing to the often
significantty distinctive underrying assumptions, it witr be

necessary to draw on both differences and commonalities of the
institution-oriented research.

The strand of riterature dealing with institutionar
development is most notably represented by such authors as

Price, Reeves and Frideres, Bostrom, Fulham, Brody and

Mccaskirl. Arthough their work speaks to different aspects of
institutionar development, their research scope goes beyond

i
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the individual and, as such, expands the analytical
parameters. A conceptual rink between the extent to which
urban native institutions have developed and the impact their
progress has had on urban adjustment is estabrished. The

basic premise is that urban nat,ive institutions can inhibit or
foster íntegration of native migrants, depending on the types
of services they provide to their crientere, which in turn is
a function of their revel of institutionar deveropment.

rnstead of drawing excrusively on the sociar and curtural
characteristics of the individuar in order to identify the
causes of urban native poverty, the various revers of
institutional cornpleteness are measured and correlated with
varying degrees of urban adjustment.

John Price best represents the above perspective. His
research is premised on the assumption that successfur
economic and sociar adjustment of the urban native population
has faired to occur in many canadian cities because native
institutions have been slow to deverop to their furr
potential. As a resurt, they have been unsuccessful in
assisting the urban native population with the necessary
services, such as employment services which, in turn, are
seen as providing enhanced access to the urban rabour market.

To account for the various levels of economic and social
adjustment of North American urban natives, he identifies four
stages of urban adjustment, each corresponding to a particurar
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stage of institutional development.s The initiar st,age of
urban native institutionalization is the bar curture, which

provides for the dominant setting of native institutions.3s
vüith the passage of tine, however, and the rearization that
the bar curture fosters dysfunctional behaviour, preventing

successfur urban adjustment, second stage institutions are

eventually estabrished, such âsr friendship and kinship
centres which 'operate without the social dysfunctions of bar

curture.'36 The third stage of institutionar deveropment is
marked by the appearance of native institutj_ons which cover

such organizations as rndian christian churches, political
organizations and athretic J-eagues. The fourth and rast stage

not yet achieved is the development of native-run institutions
which provide professional, academic, and entrepreneurial
services to urban natives.

Price argues that with the passage of tine urban natives
will develop increasingly advanced ethnic institutions, which

reflect the extent to which accurturation has taken place, and

are a necessary precondition to successful adaptation,
because. they are the means by which integration is
facilitated. The level of acculturation can thereby be

John Price,
Institutions,

For a further
Hugh Brody,
LeTr) .

rbid. , 42.

rrU. S. and Canadian Indian Urban Ethnicrr Urban Anthropology 4(1) (t_975): 35-53.

study on the ,skid row' or bar culture see,
Indians on Skid Row (Ottawa: D.I.A.N.D.,
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measured by the presence or absence of rater stage ethnic
institutions. The rink to orthodox theory is in the
assumption that assirniration is considered a méans to
improving the socio-economic conditions.

rn a sirnilar vein is the research of Mccaskill, who

accept,s orthodox theory that row education and a rack of
marketabre skills are the primary obstacle to successfur

economic adjustment. However, he extends the anarytical
framework by including the rack of participation of urban

natives into mainstream institutions as a further explanation
of their inability to integrate. He states:

An important aspect of the adjustment process for mostethnic groups is the extension ôr an individuaL's fierdof qarticipation beyond his prirnary group into the,institutions of lhe larger.sociêty, and ã correspondingidentification with the values oi.tnat society.- Thi;usuarly entairs the development of mutual identification
and some sense of solidarity with rnembers of the largersociety: In case of rnigrating Indians suchidentification and solidarity arê incolnplete.3T

rn effect, Mccaskíl1 argues that institutional participation
in the social and poriticar spheres of the city, such as

political parties, is a prerequisite to successfuJ- integration
and therefore economic adjustment, because such participation
beyond the prirnary group indicat.es an identification with the
varues of dominant society and facilitates assimiration.

Don McCaskill, rrThe Urbanization
Toronto, Edmonton and Vancouver:
Culture L(1-) (t-981_): 96.
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conpounding the probJ-em, he argues, is the fact that
urban natives are not participating in the development of
their ohrn ethnic institutions either, which is seen to be

crucial in terms of fostering ethnic identity and urtimatery
providing the basis for any kind of colrective action. The

result of the exceptionarry low rate of participation in both
native and mainstream organizations, is the preservation of
their 'minority statusr, which means rthat they are treated
according to a categoricar status which is negatively
evaruated in the rarger society. This, in turn, implies a

disadvantaged position with regard to acquiring the values of
the l-arger society or deveroping a functioning set of ethnic
institutions- t3E consistent with orthodox theory is once
again the assurnption that assimilation is the key to economic
adjustment.

Arthough Frideres and Reeves, in their study of service
institutions in Alberta, concur that ,the types of
organizations and their poticy have played an important rote
in deterrnining the rate of transition from rurar to urban
(and) arso determine the degree to which natives can achieve
a successfur adaptation to the urban centre'3e, their
theoretical perspective is not an orthodox one. Assimiration
is not promoted as a precondition to improving the standard of
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living of urban natives and., unlike price and Mccaskilr, the
focus is on the impact, of pubric service organizations and
their inability to meet the needs of their urban native
crientele. The scope of analysis is extended to seek answers
outside the native community, a clear departure from orthodox
theory.

Frideres and Reeves found that public service
organizations have faired to meet the needs of urban natives,
because the programs and services they offer are predoninantly
remediar in nature and largely a refl_ection of middre-class,
anglo-saxon values which are entirely arien to the
predominantry native clientele. At the same tirne, native-run,
urban based organizations have arso been unsuccessful in
providing the necessary services to their membership, largery
because of insufficient funding, lack of experience of their
staff, and the predominantry temporary and crisis and issue
oriented character of their work. consequentry, the
inability of both native and non-native service institutions
to meet the social, economic, and cultural needs of the urban
native community have contributed to rnaintaining the cycle of
poverty urban natives appear to be trapped in.

The generarly rnyopic view taken by social policies,
incruding housing policy, and the departmentarization of
comprex problems through separate and distinct service
institutions has not onry failed to meet the needs of urban
natives, butr âs Bostrom argues, has contributed to the
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dependency upon government.ao Bostrom, in his anarysis of
government programs for Manitoba's urban natives criticizes
'planners (who) take a somewhat rnyopic view of Native
probrems, concentrating on one or a few secondary aspects of
those probrems while ignoring their causes, the extent of the
handicaps they produce, and. the interrelationships of the
factors conmon in a nirieu of deprivation. rar unress these

complex and int,errelated problerns are being addressed at the
root, rêguiring complex and welr integrated solutions,
Bostrom anticipates the persistence of poverty through
successive generations.

Stan Fulham has also

agencies and programs on

personal experiences,

conclusion of the inabirity of agencies to initiate and

sustain urban native participation in the economic sphere of
the city, but his criticism refrects a different ideorogical
perspective.a2 Judging from the economic strategy suggested

by Fulham, the failure of urban native organizations ries not
in their inability to provide a vehicle for rnobirizing and

focused on the irnpact of government

urban adjustment. Based on his ohrn

he echoes Frideres, and Reeves,

Harvey Bostrom,Ilarvey Bostrom, rGovernment policies and programs
Relating to Peopre of rndian Ancestry in Manitoba,-tr in
Raymond Breton and Gail Grant (eds), The Dynamics of
Provinces (Montreal: The rnstitute ror Research on public
Policy, L984).
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politicizíng the native popuration. on the contrary, Furharn

perceives the problem to be one of fairing to foster the
development and estabrishment of privately owned, native run
businesses. How the urban native conmunity at large is to
benefit from deveropment of a native business community, aside
from perhaps the creation of a select few jobs, remains

however unclear

To sum up, the distinguishing feature of the second

current of thought is their focus on institutions and their
ability or inability to meet the social, economic and

poritical needs of urban natives. As such, the scope of
research has expanded beyond the individual and in that sense

has contributed valuabre insights. There is little doubt that
native institutions are inportant as a basis for organizing
urban natives and lending a poriticar voice to their
interests, as divergent as they may be. Furthermore, there
is arso a distinct advantage to providing badry needed

services in a more cutturally appropriate hray to those in
need. Regarding non-native institutions, it also cannot be

disputed that many governmental agencies do rittre to lessen

the dependency of urban natives, evidenced by the fact that
most clients remain passive recipients of the services
offered. rn retrospect, it can therefore be concluded that
while institutionally oriented research has made an irnportant
contribution to the body of knowledge, many questions remain

unanswered.
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A school of thought distinct from orthodox theory is the
body of knowredge premised on segrmentation theory. Arthough
segmentat,ion theory is most notabry utilized as a toor to
exprain gender based discrinination in the workprace,
clatworthy, Hull, Gunn, peters, Falconer, and Dosman have

applied the theory to the study of urban native poverty.
unlike orthodox theory which depÍcts the labour market as

homogenous and consistent, segmentation theory points to its
inconsistencies and barriers within, to explain the
persistence of poverty among urban natives. Arthough there
are several strands delineating segrmentation research, there
is the conmon perception that ans$rers to urban native poverty
must be sought outside the realm and control of the
individual. specificalry, the reciprocal rerationship between

human potential and success in the labour market is
challenged.

rnstead of envisioning the labour market as homogenous,

segrmentation theory describes it as being divided into prinary
and secondary segments, which differ in terms of pay lever,
working conditions, opportunitÍes for advancement, job
security, and required skill level-s. of significance v¡ithin
this context is that for the first tine it is recognized that
the labour market experiences of women, minorities and single-
parents differ from those of white males. Based on the
enpirical research conducted, it is evident that women,

minorities and single-parent famiries are overrepresented in
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the secondary seg'ment, which is characterized by row pay, poor
working conditions, rittle job security and few opportunities
for advancement.

rn addition to the inherent inequities such a divided
rabour market grenerates, the fact that there appears to be a
rack of rnobility between segTments compounds the probrern for
those trapped in the secondary segment. rt is argued that
barriers which are beyond the contror of the individuar, have
the effect of preventing some groups, particurarry wonen and
natives from moving out of the prirnary into the secondary
labour market.

The research of cratworthy, cunn and Hurr, in particurar,
has made a tremendous contribution to the study of urban
native poverty in a rnurti-tude of hrays. Not only have they
corrected an enormousry rich data bank describing the
conditions of urban natives, but they have ar-so expl0red the
area of urban native housing conditions, the depth of which
has not been matched to date. Furthermore, the recognition
that not arl urban natives endure the same hardships, but
that gender and househord type are important ractorå in
determining the extent to which urban natives can become
economically serf-sufficient, marks a breakthrough in this
area of research. The plight of native v/omen and native
single-parents has for the first tirne received attention and
a thorough exarnination of their demographic characteristics
has been conducted. AJ-though there are weaknesses inherent in
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segrmentation theory and consequentry in its apprication to the
study of urban natíve condit,ions, the fact that factors other
than cultural traits and individuar characteristics are drawn
upon to exprain urban natÍve poverty has enriched the
understanding of urban native conditions greatry.

The chalrenge to orthodox theory, in particular Nagrer,s
prediction that with the passage of tirne and the
implernentation of acclimatization programs urban natives wilr
have acquired the necessary skirrs to succeed in the r-abour
market, has been red by clatworthy. contrary to Nagrerrs
thesis, empirical evidence shows that the rength of urban
residency has no irnpact on native employment patterns, which
'clearly raises questions about the utility of the
acculturat.ion thesis in terms of explaining native adaptation
to urban life and the urban 1abour market. ra3

clatworthy found that differentiar rates of r_abour force
participation among lrlinnipeg, s native popuration are
attributabr-e to factors other than rength of urban residency.
Aside from education, which is recognized as having a
positive effect on labour market successr gender and
ethnicity are arso identified as having an impact. Research
revears that even among better educated native peopJ_es,

unemployment rates remain substantially higher than those of
the general population, which is argued to be attributabre to
43 Stewart Cfatworthy,
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labour market segrmentation.a

upon crose analysis of the data, hohrever, cratworthy
found that atthough native males experience great diffícul-ties
in the urban rabour market as weIr, the problems for native
hromen are even more acute. Although the reasons are several,
labour market

discrininating
upon

few

to account

responsibilit'ies as well as other dernographic constraints are
also cited as barriers native hromen experience.ls Although
most of these constraints tend to irnpact negatively on h¡omen

in general, clatworthy argues that their effects tend to be

magnified among native women, particurarly native single-
parents. Demographic characteristics, such as rarge families,
young age structure and low levels of education are mentioned
as enhancing the disadvantaged position of native single-
parent fanilies.

Jeremy HuIl elaborates on the particular circumstances of
native T¡romen and concrudes that aside from comparatively l-ow

revers of education, the high incidence of singre-parent
families, and the relatively young age structure of native
women, rabour market segmentation theory provides further

segrmentation v¡hich has the ef fect of
on the basis of gender and ethnicity, is drawn

for this phenomenon. Low level_s of education,
opportunities fgr occupationar training, famiry

ibid, 25.
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explanat,ions as to hrhy native v¡omen are crowded into low
paying occupations.46 since ,education alone does not exprain
the wide discrepancj-es in occupationar structure between

natives and others, or between hromen and menr, the argurnent

is advanced that a segmented rabour market has the effect of
crowding native women in row paying occupations such as sa1es,
service and clerical.aT

compounding these impedinents, is a recognition by many

native peopre of the rirnited employment opportunities
available to them, which are usuarry confined to row paying
jobs in the secondary 1abour market.

rn agreement with much of the observations of
segr"mentation theory, and focusing in particular on the socio-
economic conditions of native single-parents, is Farconerrs
research which comprements much of the findings made by Hurl,
cunn and clatworthy. Drawing from their research findings and

based on his analysis of the 19g1 census data, Falconer
crearly identifies household type as a prirnary mechanism

through which native disadvantage is perpetuated in urban
areas. lilhile he accepts the fact that the urban Labour

market presents structural barri-ers for native women, hê

expands the analysis by adding an important variable, nameÌy

the general lack of politicar power of native women, which

46 Jeremy HuIl, l.rlative l{omen and work (v,Iinnipeg: rnstituteof Urban Studies, l_983) .

ibidì 32.
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enhances their disadvantaged posit,ion. He argues that the
high incidence of poverty amongst urban native singre-parent
fanilies can, at least in part, be exprained by the
predominance of largely mare dominated native organizations
which often do not priorize the concerns of native women.a8

Aside from the emphasis on the irnperfections of the
rabour market, housing probrems and needsr âs experienced by

the urban native population, are for the first time exposed

to rigorous analysis, extending beyond the merely descriptive.
clatworthy and stevens have generated a wearth of empirical
information describing the housing conditions of urban
natives, paralleled onry by schorars such as stanbury.ae rn
the most detaired account of the housing conditions of
Irrinnipeg's urban native peopre to date, clatworthy provides an

indepth analysi.s of the extent of housing need as measured by

affordability, adequacy, and. suitabirity.to The assessment

of housing is intimately integrated with a socio-economic

anarysis of the urban native population, and is structured

Patrick Farconer, The overlooked of the Neglected: Native
,1986, unpublished paper)

stanbury, vt., success and Failure: rndians in urbanSociety (Vancouver: U.B.C. pre.ss, fgZSl.
stewart clatworthy, Native Housing conditíons rn vtinnipeg(Vüinnipeg: Institute of Ur
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over household type. Taking this approach revealed that
housing need is directly tied to socio-economic status which

in turn is influenced by househord type. rn right of the fact
that there are tremendous socio-economic disparities between

the native and non-native popuration, it comes as no surprise
that there are also grave disparities in housing conditions
between the two popurations. Arong the same togic, native
single-parent families are found to experience the most severe

housing probrems because they are the poorest of the poor.

rn retrospect, it can be concluded that segrmentation

theory has contributed to an understanding of urban native
povertyr rêvealing phenomena which hrere previousry
undetected. The extremely high proportion of singre-parent
families within the urban native community and the high
incidence of poverty associated with this household type are

for the first time recognized and exprored. A conceptual link
is estabrished between gender, ethnicity and socio-economíc

status and, in addition, efforts are undertaken to shed some

light on the pohrer structure of the native community in order
to account for the severe economj-c deprivation of urban native
women.

Focus has shifted ahray from cultural and individual
characteristics of the urban native popuration, to an

examination of gender, househord type and the presence of a

segrnented labour market,, in order to explain the significant
disparities between native and non-native popurations, and
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native men and women.

rn that sense segrmentation theory has unquestionably
expanded the body of knowredge regarding urban native
condit,ions. Howeverr âs osberg notes in his criticism of
segmentation theory, many questions remain unanswered.

Firstry, there does not appear to be any consistency as to
what distinguishes the segrnents aside from such descriptive
attributes as 'good' and rbad' jobs.5r For exampre, job
security is one of the characteristics of the primary sector,
however, in an era of massive capital restructuring it is
doubtful whether the entire concept of job security is stilr
appricabre, even in the primary sector of the labour market.
Furthermore, the classification of jobs into primary and

secondary segments is highry subjective, depending on the
criteria used. rn response, osberg rightly remarks that it is
more appropriate to speak in terms of a continuum, instead of
the static model which divides the rabour market into two

distinct segments.

secondly, the expranation offered as to how mobitity
between segrments is constrained remains blurred. Although
there is little doubt that T¡tomen and natives are significantty
overrepresented in Iow paying and unattractive occupations,
rittle insight is offered as to how discrinination denies
access to some, in their efforts to break into the primary
sector. surely, ethnicity and gender are not the excrusive

Lars Osbergr op.cit. L34.
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barriers which relegate hromen¡ natives and visible minorities
into the secondary labour market. rf that was the case, there
wourd be no white mal-es trapped in dead end jobs, which of
course is not the case in a capitarist economy. Hence,

although there is little disagreernent that native women carry
a doubre burden in terms of their experience in the rabour

market, it is questionable whether that is a function solery
of their gender and ethnicityr or whether it. is because they

are members of the working class which shapes their socio-
economic conditions.

The utilization óf cLass analysis to explain urban native
poverty will follow a revíew of the riterature which

introduces concepts such as colonialism and dependency theory
in an effort to explain native poverty.

The fundamental departure frorn previously reviewed

theoretical approaches lies in the assertion that an

understanding of the contemporary conditions of native peopre,

on and off-reserve, can only be fully understood if the
historicar forces, which are said to have shaped present

conditions, are analyzed. Consequently, the scope of
anarysis is significantly broadened, incruding an historicar
account from the tirne of initiar European contact. various
approaches are taken to describe how historical forces have

systematicarly created underdeveroprnent and, according to
wien, can be grouped into internal coloniarism and stapJ-e
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theory.s2 Both approaches draw heaviry on dependency theory

using the metropolis/periphery paradigm to exprain both

regional and ethnic inequalities.
Frideres has devoted much of his research to the study of

contemporary native conditions, expJ-oring how the coloniaÌ
experience has created the present state of underdeveropment.

To that end, he provides a moder of coroniarism which

conceptualizes the reserve as an internal colony of a larger
nation, which over tine has been systernatically exploited to
serve the needs of the metropolis.53

The process of colonialisn ís described to occur in seven

broad stages, beginning with the forced entry by the
colonizing group into a geographic region, the gradual

destruction of the poritical, econonic, sociar, and spiritual
institutions of the colonized, the exertion of external
political control and the deveÌopment of economic peripheries

and metropors, the provision of Iow quarity social services to
the colonized, the institutionalization of racism, and the
weakening of resistance of colonized natives to the point at
which they can be totally controlIed.sa Frideres appries

this process to the canadian experience, and argues that

'(although) several reasons contribute to the row standing

Fred Wien, op. cit. , i_03 .

James Frideres, Native people in Canada. Contemporary
Conflicts.(Scarborough: Prentice-Hal1 Canada Inc., fgeÐ,
366.

ibid ¡ 367-373.
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Natives hold in canadian society, all seern to falr within and

stem from the historical colonialism that has characterized

our society. r5s According to Frideres, the root cause of
today's native economic dependence on non-native society can
'be traced back to when traditional- lands and resources were

treated as geographicar and social hinterrands for white

exploitation, serving the interests of the metroporis and not

those of native peoples who own both lands and resources. The

result is not only that the deveropment of native-owned

businesses is pre-empted but since rahr materiars are being

shipped to the metropolis for processing, few opportunities
for skill development are created for native people. Due to
the lack of skills, most native people today continue to be

relegated to row skilred, seasonal type occupations in prirnary

industries, while both skirred jobs and profits from their raw

materials are being drained to urban industriar centres.

Those jobs which are created on the reserve through resource

extraction are usualry onry seasonal and low paying in nature,

requiring few skills. Because no meaningful training
opportunities for natives are provided on reserves, migration
to urban centres is not a sorution for most natives either,
since very few qualify for the skilled jobs offered in the
processing industry.

Taking this approach leads Frideres to distinguish
between a subsistence and modern economy, the ratter being

ibid; 372.
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characterized by advanced technorogy requiring a fairly high

skirred labour force. rn contrast, reserve economies are

described as not having gone beyond the subsistence Ievel,
providing neither the basis for economic self-sufficiency nor

the skirls to enabre participation in the modern economy. of
particular interest in this context is that although Frideres

identifies col-onialism as being at the root cause of native
poverty, his anarysis incorporates segmentation theory to
account for the crowding of native people into the primary

sect.or.

MeI Watkins, who is probably best known for being

instrumental in the development of stapre theory, has extended

the approach and anaryzed the coronial experj-ence of the Dene

in Northern canada in the context of staple exports. stapre

theory posturates that trade relations structure the pattern
of economic development and that the history of canada can be

described as 'a succession of stapre exports from successive

geographic frontiers to serve the needs of more advanced

industrial areas. t56

As Frideres, Vtatkins identifies native poverty to be the

outcome of coronialism, which systematicalty underdeverops

native communities for the benefit of white business

interests. According to watkÍns, the problem with dependent

economies is that their economic activities are centred around

Mel Watkins, rrFrom Underdevelopment to Developmentrrr in
Dene Nation - The Colony lVithin (Toronto: University of
Toronto Press, L9'17), 85.
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the extraction and developrnent of one stapre, rend.ering thern

extremery vurnerable to the vagaries of distant markets. The

problems associated with depending on the export of one stapre
as the engine 

"r economic activity are not unique to native
communities, however, butr âs l{atkins argues, rall of stapJ-e

trades have in common a bias towards serving the needs of more

advanced rnetropolitan areas - once France, then Britain, and

now the United States.57

concentrating on the history of the Dene, l{atkins
irrustrates the enormous irnpact the production and trade of
staples, such as minerals has had on Dene sociat, poritical
and economic structures. The most ilrustrative exampre is
perhaps the need of mining and oil companies to obtain
uninhibited access to rand and resources. consequentry it ís
irnperative to extinguish aboriginar title to lands in the
Mackenzie Derta and the Beaufort sea, so as to pave the way

for these companies to exploit non-renewable resources. From

the perspe.ctive of the Dene, the effects are detrimental.
Aside from land expropriation, the surplus generated through

resource extraction is not reinvested in the local economy nor

are linkages created at the rocar or regional Ievel, which

would diversify the' economy I creating employment

opportunities for Locar people. As a resurt, native peopre

are forced into a marginalized position characterized by

extreme revers of poverty and dependence upon government to

ibid ì 86.
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meet, their most basic needs. Their means of survival have

been taken from them and all in all- 'for native people what

has resulted is properly characterized as underdevelopment',

defined as the tblockage of potential, sustained economic and

social development geared to local human needst.58

Regarding solutions, T{atkins rejects the argument that
the transition from the traditional to the modern sector of
the economy is a prerequisite to addressing native poverty.

Instead, he proposes to control the development of the modern

sector (non-renewable resource development) to prevent it
from expanding at the expense of the traditional sector

(renewable resource development). In concrete terms this
means Dene ownership and control over the renewable resource

sector and possibly non-native ownership of the non-renewable

resource sector, provided it is subject to Dene control.
A critical look at early native/european contact provides

ample evidence of the systematic oppressíon and destruction of

native political, social, economic, and spiritual institutions
by non-native colonizers. Although the colonial experience

may vary from First Nation to First Nation, one would be

hardpressed to deny that native peoples across Canada share

many of the experiences other colonized peoples have had to
endure and are suffering from to this date. Hence, Watkins

and Frideres are correct in their assessment that contemporary

conditions cannot be viewed in isolation of historical events

ibidì eL.
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and that improvements can only be brought about through

fundamental structural change.

Past and present struggles of native people across the

country attest to that, identifying the coloniar experience as

being at the root of today's dependence. The negotiations of
land claims and the fight to have the inherent right to self-
government acknowledged and constitutionally entrenched are

seen as necessary preconditions to even begin solving

conternporary problems. onry when First Natíons have their
authority recognized wirl they be in a position to ressen the

dependence upon governments whichr âs dependency theorists
argue, are in many ways powerful agents of neocolonialism.

Of fundamental importance in this context is, however, à

recognition that not aII native people have sr¡ffered the same

hardships as a resul-t of the colonization process. Scho1ars,

such as Dosman, in fact provide useful information which

ilrustrates that the native conmunity both on and off reserve

is highty stratified as a result of their coloniat experience

and cannot be treated, âs is often the caser âs a homogenous

group with similar interests.se Dosman divides the native

community into severar classes ranging from leading famiries
to the confirmed indigent and relates the developrnent of these
tclasses' to historical developments. Of critical importance

is that, first attempts are made to account for the fact that

59 Edgar Dosman, Indians: The Urban Dilemma
Canadian Publishers, L972) .
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some native peopre are better off than others and that not all
are equally dispossessed. Furthermore, a concrete linkage is
made between the colonial experience and the particular
dÍvision of native peoples along class tines. For example,

the affluent class, ot as commonly. labelled the comprador

bourgeoisie, is seen to act as an agent of colonialism,

securing increased access to state funding not all of which

wiIl be utilized for the benefit of the community. Strategies

must therefore be cognizant of these divisj_ons.

Although much of what $Iatkins and Frideres have described

as the colonial experience cannot be disputed, such as

dependence on external markets, the outward flow of profits,
the lack of diversification of reserve economies, the

destruction of traditional institutions and racial
discrinination, the causal factors identified are somewhat

problematic. In concrete terms, the emphasis on staple export

as having created the state of dependency whichr âs a result,
marginalized most native peoples is perhaps overstated. The

focus on stapres and associated trade rerationships has been

referred to by some scholars as ,commodity fetishisn the

attribution of creative powers in the historical process to
the staple commodity as a natural and technical object. '60

The rnost critical perspective of dependency theory is

60 David McNally, rrstaple Theory as Commodity Fetishisn:
Marx,InnisandCanadianPoIitica1Economy,'..@
PolÍtical Economy. A Socialist Review 6 (Autunn 1-981):
38.
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perhaps taken by the marxist school of thought, which

acknowledges the inpact of external markets and trade

relationships on local economies, but places the discussion in
the context of class analysis, arguing that it is social
relations of production which drive particular developments.

In other words, it is not trade relations between the

metropolis and periphery which lead to inequalities but rather
the mode of production which produces correspondíng social
relations, Ieading to the exploitation of one class over

another.

The application of a Marxist approach to native

conditions is fairly nehr, and best represented by scholars

such as Loxley and Bourgeault.ól Loxley concurs with the

methodological perspective that an analysis of contemporary

native conditions must be integrated with an examination of

historical events.62 Unlike Watkins or Frideres however,

Loxley focuses his analysis on the transition from a primitive
mode of production to a capitalist rnode of production,

Iinking this transition to the penetration of capitalism into
Northern Manitoba. Corresponding social relations are

produced with each mode of production, and it, is capitalist
social relations which are characterized by exploitative class

relations. To quote frorn Loxley, rrthe poverty of native

Fred !{ien, op. cit;

John Loxley, rf The
Political Ilconomw-
151-1 82.

LL7.

Great Northern P1an,
A Socialist Reviet^¡ 6
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people is therefore the outcome of the historical process of
capitalist penetration of northern Manitoba in the structural
manner described r^rhich positioned native people in
marginalized class locations. The burden of poverty is,
however, not borne by the class responsible for its
generation. ft is borne, not by capital but, as Marx

emphasized, by rrthe working class and. the lower niddle
class. 1163

Unlike any other approach, class analysis provides a

dynamic in the sense that it can account for shifts in power

between the working class and the capitalist class as ouLcomes

of an ongoing class struggle. Furthermore, it can explain the

disparities among native people by positioning them in the

class structure according to their relationship to the mode of
production. Loxley hence divides native people on the basis

of their class affiliation, concluding that the najority of
native people are part of the working class, filling the ranks

of the unskilled rabourers earning low incomes and working

mostly seasonally. Although fewer in numbers but at the

bottom of the ladder are the permanentÌy unempÌoyed, who

depend so1ely on the state for the provision of their most

basic needs. A very smaIl percentage of natives are described

as petty commodity producers who are engaged in traditional
pursuits such as hunting and tr:apping, and an even smaller

number of the very small petty bourgeois cl-ass who own smal1

ibtd i L63.
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business outfits. The last class of naÈives are those who

work for either the bureaucracy or are ernployed by native

institutions such as bands and tribal councils. As alluded to
earlier they often act as agents of colonialisrn, facilitating
the implementation of state policies through native

organizations. ú

Bourgeault,s analysis is sinilar to Loxleyts,

identifying class affiliation as being at the root cause of
native oppression, stating that ,the real issue is one of

class - to do away with the sources of oppression, not manage

them. The native struggle must (therefore) be seen and dealt

with within the context of class and colonialism. r65 An

analysis of the historical penetration of capital hence

provides the context within which native oppression is
studied. Bourgeault spends a great deal of tirne describÍng

the effects of mercantilism on the economic and political-
spheres, but unlike Loxley, pays particular attention to the

irnpact capitalist penetration had on the role of native $romen.

Although a division of labour based on gender hras cornmon

in traditional, pre-capitalist native socÍeties, vromen held

equal decision-naking pohrers to that of men. Bourgeault

postulates that there is no evidence to suggest that the type

ibid; 161-163.

Ron Bourgeault, rrThe fndian, the Metis and the Fur Trade.
C1ass, Sexism and Racism in the Transition from
'Communism' to Capitalism,tt Studies in Political Economy
12 (1-983) : 47.
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of srork hromen performed vras considered in any hray less
important than the work provided by rnen and, in fact, there

existed a mutual dependence upon one another for survivar.
With the advent of mercantilism, however, the unit of
production shifted from the collective to the farniry, which

had a profound impact. on the relationship between men and

women.

As communal society slowly became undermined by
trade goods and commodity production, hromen began
to lose the decision-rnaking poi¡rers they had over
their labour and the use of the goods they
produced. The creation of individual commodity
production hras the beginníng of a decline in the
communal farnily and the beginning of the formation
of the indivÍdual family as the unit of production.
With men established as responsible for the
production of commodities, they assumed the role as
head of the family and r^/omen became dependent
support workers within each family unit.66

In addition to becoming dependent on men for their
survival, women became cornmodities in and of themserves.

Anple evidence is provided which describes how european men

politically and sexually exproited native women, by exerting
control over native commodity producers through themr âs werl

as using thern sexually as repracements for european women who,

at least initially, hrere not all_owed in trading posts.

fn sum, Bourgeault's major contribution to the body of
knowredge i-s his focus on the role of hromen and the gender

inequities which subsequentry developed. rt is the particurar

66 op.cit.; 55.
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attention paid to the historicar roots of native women's

oppression which is absent in Loxley,s anatysis, although

this çtap is firred to some extent in his 1985 report, which

addresses the role and needs of native hromen in the context of
community development. 67

In summary, the body of knowledge dealing with poverty in
general and native poverty in particular can be distinguished

on the basis of their theoreticar framework which in turn
dictates both the scope of research as werl as the direction
of proposed strategies. A review of the pertinent literature
revealed that there is indeed a direct linkage between the

unit of anaÌysis and the author.rs underlying assumptions.

Although severar conceptual and methodorogical flaws

could be identified in some of the research, it should be

noted that all the findings have in some form contributed
varuable insights to an understanding of native poverty. More

efforts must, hohrever, be devoted to gaining a better
understanding of the role and predicament of native women and

single-parents regardless of ethnic background. The nurnbers of
single-parents are swelling across the country and with it the

number of those living in poverty. vte must not forget that
with each single-parent in poverty, there are at least as many

poor children whose chances of growing up in a stimurating and

hearthy environment are severely Ìimited. That chird poverty

John Loxley, The Economics of Community Development
(Winnipeg: HKL & Associates Ltd., Report prepared for tne
Native Economic Development program, l-996) .
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has reached

illustrated

Council of

children of
poverty.6s

crisis proportions ín Manitoba has recent,Iy been

in a very disturbing report by the Social ptanning

I{innipeg, alluding once again to the fact that
single-parents are at greatest risk of living in

Social Planning Council of Winnipeg, Child poverty in
Manitoba: An Approach Towards its Elimination (Winniþeg:
Socia1 Planning Council of lrtinnipegr February Lg92.j
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ã, STAITIISTICAI, PROFTI,E OF TEE URBAN NATIVE POPUIJATION
OF TIINNIPEG

This chapter presents a statistical profíle of Winnípegrs

urban native popuration with particular emphasis on the extent
to which socio-economic conditions differ between household

types and native and non-native populations. To that end,

demographic and socio-economic indicators such as income,

educational attainment, labour force participation rates, and

unemployment rates will be examined and structured over

household type and ethnicity wherever data permit. The purpose

is to highright the gap between native and non-native
popurations in general, and single and two-parent families in
particular.

Arthough the L99t census will render available a plethora

of information on the housing conditions of both non-native

and native populations, the l-986 census has not afforded any

particular attention to housing conditions at arr. For

example, the L986 census did not ask questions which would
j-ndicate housing adequacy or suitability and hence no

CHAPTER THREE
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inforrnation is availabre wíth respect to these indicators.
In order to fill this information gap, Clatworthyrs Lggz

survey of lrlinnípeçt's urban native housing conditions wirr be

drawn upon heavily, despite its lack of currency.

At the outset it, should be noted that considerabre

caution must be exercised with both the l-981 and 1986 census

regarding their aboriginar data base. unlike the L9B1 census,

the L986 census provided a more incrusive definition of who

courd craim aboriginal origin, with the effect of potentiarry
increasing the aboriginat popuration count. rn j-9g6, persons

who had at least one aboriginal parent courd claim aboriginal
origin if they so chose. Hence, increases in the size of the
aboriginal popuration as recorded in t-986 may be due to the
greater number of those being abre to claim aboriginal origin
in addition to natural population increase. Furthermore, Birr
c-3L introduced in L985, enabling aboriginal- women to regain
their aboriginal status, rây also have contributed to the

increase in the LgB6 aboriginar popuration count. As a

consequence, extreme caution must be exercised when

longitudinal analysis between the 19Bi- and 1996 census data is
conducted. Further compricating comparative anarysis is the
fact that in Lg86, enumeration on i-36 rndian reserves and

settlements across canada hras not permitted or was

interrupted. For Manitoba, this meant that g t2oo persons from

16 rndian reserves hrere excluded frorn the census, and dat,a for
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these reserves are not avairabre.6e The data provided for
Manitobats native popuration is, therefore, incomplete because

it did not count the entire native population.
The following statisticar profile draws most heavily on

the special tabulations from the j-996 census, purchased by

the rnstitute of urban studies, The sociar planning council
and several other vüinnipeg agencies. Although these
tabulations provide the most comprehensive data bank of
Irlinnipegt s urban native popuration to date, certain
short,comings had to be contended with as concerns this thesis.
Particularly, the tabulations often fail to extend their
cross-taburations to household type and/or ethnicity.
Howeverr ês a result of the enormous cost associated with the
purchase of special tabulations from statistics canada

($1,000 per table), the author rnade do with the avaiLable
statistics.

Manitoba Bureau of Statistics,
1989) , 3.
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i. Demographic, Socio-Economic and Eousing profile of the
Native and Non-Native population of IÍinnipeg

According to the l-986 census data the tot,al population of
Manitoba is L,O49,32O, of whom gS,Z35 persons or 8.1_ percent

are persons of aboriginar origin.7o The highest concentration

of aboriginal people is in Vüinnipeg, where 32.7 percent

(27,475) of all aboriginal persons of Manitoba reside. The

urban native population constitutes 4.7 percent of Vrtinnipegrs

total population.

In order to get some sense of the extent to which this
urban native population is composed of recent migrants,

taburations revearing mobility status v/ere examined. Data

reveal that approximatery 80 percent of the urban native
population of Vtinnipeg, f ive years of age and ol-der, are

considered non-migrants, meaning that they have been riving
in the same census division for at least five years. Hence,

onry about 20 percent of winnipegts urban native popuration

consists of newcomers.Tl This observation is rather
significant in light of the fact that the probrems experienced

by urban natives can hardly be attributed to the initial
unfamiliarity with urban l-ife

Although this thesis does not distinguish between the

The following data for Manitoba
from:

Manitoba Bureau of Statistics,
Persons. A Statistical Profile

7l

Bureau of Statistics, May 1-999).

Table 13, Special Tabulations.

as a whole are taken

Manitoba Aboriginal
(Vüinnipeg: Manitoba
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externally imposed and artificially created categories of
aboriginal status, Figure 1 provides a snapshot of the

aboriginal composition of Manitoba's native poputation. The

intent is to point to the high proportion of North American

fndians (48e"1. An examination of socio-economic indicators
structured over aboriginal origin reveals that generally the

North American Indian population is worse off in terms of

socio-economic status than the Metis population, even though

the variations are often marginal. one possible reason may be

that North American fndians are tvisibly, of aboriginal origin
and hence may be more exposed to racism as opposed to the

Metis population.

.A,Ithough it is not possible to sirnply compare the 19Bi-

and l-986 aboriginal population count for the purpose of
determining actual population increase, it is possible to
provide an estimate. In 198L Winnipeg's native population

reached 16rl-00 compared Eo 27,475 in LgB6.72 However, due to
factors such as in and out migration, BilI C-31_, a more

inclusive definition of aboriginal in the 1986 census, and

perhaps a greater willingness in l-986 to declare aboriginal
origin, it cannot be concluded that the population growth of

Itt375 persoRs is a result of natural increase. Assuming a

compound factor of 3 percent over five years, it can be

deternined that 8,81-0 out of the L]- ,375 additional native

Social Planning Council of
Data. Insicrhts and Trends
Council of Winnipeg, L986).
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Figure 1

ABORIGINAL POPULATION OF MANITOBA,
BY ABORIGINAL ORIGIN - 1986

Total Aboriginal Population: 85,235

Mu¡tlpl€ Abor. t Other 5$

lnult E Other .2%

Metle & Other

Source: Statletlcs Canada, 1988

persons can be attributed to a combination of factors, such as

in-nigration and BilI c-31.73 the remaining poputation

increase is most likety due to generally higher fertility
rates and larger families arnongst native persons.

In 1986, 40 percent of the urban native population Ìived

in the inner city, hrhere one in every ten residents is native,

and where poverty is particularly widespread and common.Ta

As the folLowing data will reveal in some detait, the gap

Metls 17cÉ

N.Amerlcan Ind¡an 48%

A. Indlan & Other 12CÉ

Compound factor of
Population in L981
Population in 1986

74 Social Planning Council,

3

=

percent
16, l_00
27,475

over5years=1.1593.
x L.L593 = LB,665¡

18r665 = 8,810;

Insights and Trendsr op.cit.,
66



between native and non-native persons is significant. on all

counts of socio-economic and demographic indicators, native

persons are in a disadvantaged position, with the hardcore of

the poor living in the inner city. Despite the fact that

natives outside the inner city fare better than their inner

city counterparts, they are still poorer than the non-inner

city population as a whole.

This generally disadvantaged position across the board

and over all household types, is indicated by the fact that

natives obtain l-ower incomes in all income categori-es, show

higher unemployment rates, lower l-abour force participation

rates, and higher weLfare dependency rates when compared to

the non-natj-ve population. with respect to housing, it can be

observed that proportionally môre natives than non-natives are

renters and that a higher percentage of native fanilies

experience affordability problems, which is not surprising

considering their lower incomes. The following detailed

empirical analysis will substantiate the above observations.
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Gender Distribution

Native hromen by far outnumber native men in lrlinnipeg,

with 57 percent of the urban native population being female as

opposed to 52 percent of the non-native city population.Ts

This overrepresentation of females withín the urban native

population is of particular importance when government

programs geared at improving the status of urban natives will

be investigated in a later chapter of this thesis.

Age Structure

The urban native population is on average much younger

than the non-native population with 22 percent of all native

persons being between l-5 and 24 years of age, compared to L6

percent of aIl non-natives. The high percentage of natives in

the 15-24 year age group has a significant inpact on the

labgur market, considering that persons between L5 and 25 are

most likely to seek employment at that stage in their lives,

unless secondary education is sought which as data wiII show,

is not the case for most urban natives.

Figure 2 presents a detailed picture of the age

structure of the two populations. Al-most half of the urban

native popuÌation is under 15. This is particularly

disturbing, given the fact that there is such a high incidence

of poverty among urban natives, which subsequently affects a

Table 7, Sr:ecial- Tabulations.
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great number of

conditions.

Figure 2

children who are forced to grow up under these
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significantly
difference in
maintainers.

Not only

househord maintainers are between l-5 and 24 years of - age,

compared to only 6 percent of non-native household

maintainers. Assuming that a househord is more at risk to
experience poverty if the househord naintainer is fairry
young, such as in the case of rnany singre-parent farnilies who
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is l{innipegrs urban native population

younger than the non-native population, the

age also extends to the age of household

Figure 3 shows that L2 percent of all native

25 and over



are themselves still teenagers but responsible for
rearing and economic survival of their family,
percentage of native household maintainers in
bracket is especially alarning.

Figure 3

AGE OF HOUSEHOLD MAINTAINER,
by ETHNICITY,
Winnipeg, 1986

Percent
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Fanily Size

City wide data show that the average native household

size is much Ìarger in comparison to non-naÈive fa¡nilies, with
the native family containing 3.1 persons compared to 2.s

25-64

Age Cohorts
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persons per non-native household.T6 The variation with
respect to family size is irnportant, because studies such as

Harvey Stevens'research has shown that farnily size can

increase the absolute material deprivation of a farnily, by

virtue of the fact that more children mean a greater strain on

an often already limited budget. The number and age of
children in a family increases the risk of poverty because it
is associated with lower levels of employment and greater

demand on linited resources.T The correlation between family
size and the risk of being poor appears to hold true for both

native and non-native populations.

Education

Although longitudinal analysis cannot be conducted with
the l-981- and L986 census data for reasons alluded to earlier,
the Social Planning Councilr upop review of the two sets of
databanks, has concluded that generally speaking the level of
education for native people in the city has irnproved. The

proportion of natíves with less than grade nine education has

fallen from 33 percent in l-98L to 20 percent in 1986.78

However, despite these improvements the native population

The Social Planning Council of Vüinnipeg, Insights and
Trends, op.cit.,

Harvey Stevens, Chil-d Poverty in Manitoba. An Examination

78

of it Causes and Solutions
Paper) .

Social Planning Council, Insights and Trends, op.cit.
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lags far behind the non-native popuLation with respect to aI1

Ievels of education. Figure 4 illustrates this gap and of
particular note is the discrepancy at the post-secondary

Ieve1. OnIy 3 percent of all urban natives have completed a

university degree, compared to L2 percent of the non-native

population. As alluded to in the Literature Review, the

weight ascribed to educational attainment in terms of a

persons's abiLity to successfully provide for themselves and

their families is a highly debated issue and will hence be

revisited in Chapter Four

Figure 4

HIGHEST LEVEL OF SCHOOLING, BY ETHNICITY
Winnipeg, 1986
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I¿abour Force Participation and Unemplolment Rates

If one accepts that unemployment and labour force

participation rates are reliable indicators of a persons's

socio-economic status, the subsequent data are particularly

disturbing. Figure 5 presents both unenployment and tabour

force partícipation rates for lrrinnipeg's native and non-native

populations. Twenty-t$ro percent of all urban natives l-5 years

of age and oLder are unemployed, compared to 8 percent of the

non-native population.

Figure 5

UNEMPLOYMENT & LABOURFORCE PARTICIPATION
RATES, BY ETHNICITY, Winnipeg, 1986

Percent

Unemployment Rate

Source: Table 7, Speclal Tabulatlons

Labourforce Participation
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Regarding labour force participation rates, 73 percent of aII
non-natives compared Eo 62 percent of all natj-ve persons v/ere

either ernployed or actively seeking ernployment at the time of
the census.

When focusing on the inner city alone, the picture is
even bleaker, with one third of the native labour force being

unemployed and almost half of the native poputation outside

labour force (figrure 6) .

Figure 6

UNEMPLOYMENT & LABOURFORCE PARTICIPATION
RATES FOR ¡NNER CITY RESIDENTS,

BY ETHNICITY, Winnipeg, i9g6
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Data reveal, that, labour force participation rates are

linked to both ê9ê, gender and level of education. This
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association holds true for both native and non-native

populations. In general, Iower participation rates can be

observed for persons in the l-5 24 age group and for women.

Furthermore, there is al-so a significant relationship between

labour force participation rates and education leve1s. Figure

7 illustrates that, in almost all instances, participation

rates increase with each category of education level, a

pattern which holds for both populations varies, however, with
gender.

Figure 7

PARTICIPATION AND UNEMPLOYMENT RATES,
BY HIGHEST LEVEL OF SCHOOLING, 15+ POP.

Winnipeg, 1986
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participation rates give an indication of high welfare
dependency, as the last resort for income security left to
many.

Income

The extrerne disparities between the native and non-native

population are most notable rn¡hen comparing income leveLs.

Figure e indicates that hatf of native househords (462) live
at or below the poverty line compared to about 20 percent of
non-natj-ve households.Te As Figure I reveals, the situation
for inner city residents is even more severe, with 67 percent

of native households, compared to 37 percent of the non-native

households living at or below the poverty line.
Upon examination of the actual average household income

of those living at or below the poverty line, the depth of
poverty comes particularly to 1ight. The following table
revears some important income statistics. rncome averages are

provided for both the total city and the inner city a1one,

wíth inner city figures in parentheses.

The 1-986 census data uses
determined by number of
combination with househsld

76
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tr'igure e

PERCENT OF HOUSEHOLDS LIVING AT OR

BELOW THE POVERTY LINE, BY ETHNICITY &
AREA OF CITY, Winnipeg, 1986

Percent

Total CitY

Sourcer Table 34, Speclal Tabulatlons

Table 1

AVERAGE HOUSEHOLD INCO!,!E, WTNNIPEG, 1986

Av. income of
those above the
poverty leve1
Av. income of
tbose at or below
the Þoverty level

Source: Table 34, Special Tabulations

Inner City

Native Households

of significance is a recognition of the depth of poverty

experienced by those living at or below the poverty level,
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particularly in light of the numbers falling within that

category.

Housing

Despite the fact that comparatively high incomes are

necessary to own and operate a moderate home, homeownership

remains more prevalent in Vüinnipeg than rental housing. out

of a total of 227,145 households, 135,265 are owned and only

91r880 are rented.8o Because horneownership is above aII

tied to income levels, it is not surprising that

homeownership is dominated by husband-wife households with

comparatively high incomes. On the other hand, renter

households usually falt within the lower income categories

and frequently experience affordability problems, a

phenom.enon v¡hich holds true for alL household types,

regardless of ethnicity.

As Fígure 9 attests, there is a much higher incidence

of rental tenure for native households than for non-native

households, a function of their generally much lower

incomes. The situation in the inner city is even more

pronounced, with 88 percent of all native households

meeting their housing requirements through the rental

market

Social Planning Council of lriinniPeg, Insights and Trends,
op.cit.,
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Figure 9

PERCENT OF HOUSEHOLDS IN RENTAL HOUSING,
BY ETHNICITY A AREA OF CITY,

Winnipeg, 1986
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Source: Soclal Plannlng Counóll,
Inslghts E Trends, 1989.

Relying on the rental market for meeting housing needs

is particularly challenging for low income earners, because

in lrrinnipeg the number of rental units at the low and, in

fact, the high ends of the price range are declining.

Between 1981 and 1986, the number of units priced under ç4L2

a month decreased by 11 percent and the number of units

priced over ç962 a month decreased by almost 15 percent.

lrlhile both low and high priced units decreased, the number

of units available in the niddle category 1$41-2 and $686)

Inner City

79



increased dramaticaIly.8l v'rhire the collapse towards the
centre is very advantageous to high income earners, it is
detrimentar to low income earners, whose shelter costs have

increased. Many native households are therefore being

squeezed into higher priced units and must spend an ever

increasing portion of their income on shelter.
ü7hi1e income level is an important contributing factor

of tenure, it is not the sore factor. clatworthy's housing

survey reveared that when one isolates the native community,

one discoverF that ownership is not solely attributabre to
incomer or in other words, even with increased incomes

natives are less rikery to own their own homes.82 possibre

expranations may be that natives are discriminated agaj-nst

in the housing and mortgage market and therefore are ress

likery to qualify for a mortgage despite suitabre incomes.

Furthermore, it is also possible that, ât least
initially, many urban native residents consider themserves

ternporary residents, planning at one point or another to
return to the reserves or rurar community from whÍch they

came. rn these cases it would seem unlikery that they wourd

enter into the reratively long term commitment of purchasing

a home.

Figure 9 also reveals that rental tenure is

82 Clatworthy, Native Housing Conditions, op. cit., 54.
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significantry more conmon in the inner city. Hor¡rever, the
inner city housing stock is otder and in greater need of
repair when cornpared to the outer city linits. 83 Arthough

the 1986 census did not determine the extent of adequacy

problems amongst renter households, it is fairly safe to
assume that a great many of the gB percent of native renter
households in the inner city live in substandard housing.

Figure 10 itlustrates how the generally 1ower than

average incomes of native households correlates with a

higher percent of natives experiencing affordability
problems. A staggering 72 percent of native renter
households in the inner city spend more than 25 percent of
theír income on shelter. As a result, many households are

forced to divert money a\^/ay from food and crothing towards

shelter costs.

In order to determine at which point a household is
said to experience affordability probrems, canada Mortgage

and Housing Corporation in consultation with Manitoba

Housing, develops core Need rncome Threshord Levers (cNrrs)

annualry for every canadian city. cNïTs are determined by

totalling all the actuar costs a househord wourd incur to
buy, finance and operate a moderate home large enough to

83 For more information on the subject, see the wealth of
research conducted with respect to housing quality in the
inner versus outer city, undertaken fy- tne Core Area
Initiative of V[innipeg, the Social planning Councj_I of
Winnipeg and the Institute of Urban Studies at the
University of Winnipeg.
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Figure 10

PERCENT OF RENTER HOUSEHOLDS WITH
AFFORDABILITY PROBLEMS, BY ETHNICITY

& AREA OF ClTy, Winnipeg, 19g6

Percent

Totat City

Source: Soclal Plannlng Councll,
Inslghte & Trends, 1989.

house all family members. Different CNITs are then

caLculated for one, two three, four and five bedroom homes.

A household earning berot'¡ the cNrr rever is considered to
experience an affordability probrem and deemed to be in core

need, because they wourd need to pay more than 25 percent of
their income to obtain suitable and adequate housing.

The foregoing socio-economic analysis of native
househords explains why there is such a high incidence of
affordabirity probrems experienced by native households. As

discussed previously, the affordabirity probrem in turn
deternines other manifestations of housing need, such as

adequacy and suitability problems.
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As stated at the outset, the 1986 census data did not

collect information on adequacy or suitability. However,

there are a number of research reports utilizing the l-g8i-

census data which provide some insight into the extent to
which the native population experiences both suitability and

adequacy problems. Most notable is Clatworthy and Stevens,

'Overview of the Housing Conditions of Registered Indians in
Canad,a'.84 According to their findings, Indians are

nearly three times as likely as non-Indians to live in
dwellings needing major repair.85 Although they found that
the incidence of adequacy problems is generally

significantly lower among off-reserve than on-reserve Indian

households, it can be assumed that even in urban areas, such

as lrlinnipeg, adequacy problems would more likely affect
native than non-native households because of their limited
purchasing power and their predominance in the inner city,
where housing stock has aged considerably

With respect to suitability, Clatworthy and Stevens

found that when compared to adequacy and affordability
problems, crowding is not as widespread a probÌem for
populations in Southern canada as it is for Northern

Canadians. Although affordability and adequacy problems are

more frequent than suitability problems for both the native

Stewart Clatworthy and Harvey Stevens, An Overview of the
Housing Conditions of Registered Indians in Canada,
(Ottawa: Indian and Northern Affairs Canada, L987').

ibid., 76.
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and non-native popuration, native households are nearly ten
times as likery as non-native househords to live in crowded

conditionS,s6 This disparity is both a function of rarger
native families (3.1 persons compared to 2.s') and the lack
of large housing units availabre for rent or purchase.

Conclusion

The above stat,istical profile of lrlinnipegrs native
population provides ample empirical evidence of the
significant disparities between the native and non-native
population. Native households in generar run a much greater
risk of living in poverty than non-native households.

Howeverr âs the folrowing section will- demonstrate, not arr
household types are affected equalry. rn fact, it is female-

red singre-parent famiries in both populations who are at
greatest risk of living in poverty.

The subsequent section of this chapter will examine the
relationship between househord type and socio-economic

conditions, focusing on single-parent families. The

statisticar profile of native and non-native singre-parent
will show that arthough, both native and non-native singre-
parent fanilies have much in common, native single-parents
are indeed the poorest of the poor

ibid. , 81.
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ii. A Statistical Profile of the Socio-Econonic anô Eousing
conditions of l{ative and Non-Native
, Sing1e-Parent Families

The previous section indicates the grave disparities
between the native and rior:native population, irrespective
of household type. Of significance in the context of this
thesis is, however, ên examination of the importance of

household type and its impact in terms of affecting a

person's risk of living in poverty. In an effort to test the

hypothesis empirically, that there is indeed a relationship
between household type and socio-economic status, the

following section wiII contain a comparative statistical
analysis of single-parent versus two-parent farnilies in both

populations, controlling not only for household type but

also for ethnicity.
However, data availability often limits the extent to

which a comparative analysis can be conducted between two-

parent and single-parent fanily househol-ds. A further

constraint is the fact that not all Special TabuÌations

providing information structured over household type

distinguish between native and non-natj-ve populations. In

an effort to compensate for the lack of household as well as

ethnic specific data, the trends identified in the previous

section between non-native and native populations will be

drav¡n upon. Although there are five different household

types, focus will only be on single-parent versus two-parent

fanily households.
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A thorough examination of the 1986 census data confirms

Falconer's research using 1981 census data, namely that
household type Ís indeed an important mechanisrn by which

poverty is perpetuated.sT Compared to two-parent farnily

households, single-parent fanilies are generally much

younger, have larger families, have less education, are

more likely to be unemployed, and show lower labour force

participation rates. As will be discussed further in
chapter four, these factors contribute to the much higher

percentage of single-parents living at or below the poverty

line.

A close examinat,ion of the difference between native

and non-native single-parent. families reveals, however, that
household type alone is not the sole contributing factor. A

significant gap persists between native and non-native

single-parent farnilies and these quantitative differences

become ones of quality. When compared to non-native single-
parent families, native single-parents are generally much

younger, have larger families, are more like1y to be

unemployed and less like1y to participate in the labour

force. Their incomes are by far lower than those of non-

native single-parents and a much higher percentage of native

single-parent families live at or below the poverty line.
fn an effort to account for these differences, ethnicity

Falconer, Patrick, The Overlooked of the Neqlected,
op.cit.,
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Ì^Iilr be drawn upon to exprain the gap between the native and

non-native single-parent population.

tousehold type distribution

Nationwide the trend towards less traditional
households such as, single-parent families and single
persons (non-families), is striking. The l_996 census

clearly indi.cates that the increase in numbers of single-
parent families has been most noticeable and extends to both

the native and non-native population. In Vüinnipeg, the

number of single-parent families increased by L9 percent

from L7,97O in L981- to 2L,385 in l-986. This stands in stark
contrast to two-parent families, marking only a 3 percent

increase over the same time frame.88 overall, the

proportion of all Vüinnipeg families headed by a single-
parent in L986 was 9 percent, which is higher than the

national average.se As Figure 11 illustrates, household

type distribution varies depending on place of residence.

For example, there is a higher incidence of single-parent
families living in the inner city (11?) than for the city as

a whoIe. This trend should cause concern, in light of the

fact that the core is the most economically depressed part

of lrTinnipeg.

Social Planning Council of Vüinnipeg, Insights and Trends,
op. cit. ,

Table 2, Special Tabulations.
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Figure 11

PRIVATE HOUSEHOLDS, BY HOUSEHOLD TYPE,
Winnipeg, 1986
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The trend away from more traditional households is

particularly co¡nmon amongst native people, where the

proportion of the age 15+ population which is single-parent,

was three times that of the non-native population in 1986.

Of the L2,L6o native households in l{innipeg in 1986, 2,485

were single-parent fanilies.s

Not only is there a higher percentage of single-parent

families in the native population, but this household type

has also grovtn at a tremendous rate. According to the

Household TYPe

%
ffi

H/Wife-wlth klde

Multlple Famllles

Inner Clty

90 Socia1 Planning Council of I{innipe9,
op. cit. ,

88
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Social Planning Council of Winnipeg, this household type

has increased by 58 percent within 5 years, which is of

grave concern considering that urban native single-parent

farnilies face the most severe hardships. In particular, the

number of native single-parent farnilies under the age of 25

increased by 64 percent between l-981- and l-986.e1

Gender Distributíon

The vast najority of lone-parent families are headed by

vromen, a trend which is consistent in both populations and

as subsequent analysis will reveal, is of extrerne

importance in the context of labour market dynamics. of all

single-parent farnily households in Vüinnipeg in 1986, 85

percent were headed by women.e2 When structured over age of

household maintainer the balance shifts even more towards

female headed single-parent household maintainers. For

single-parents under the age of 25 almost 97 percent are

rr¡Omen.93

Age Structure

Figure 3 presented in the previous sectj-on illustrated
the comparatively young age structure of the urban native

Social Planning Council,

Table 3,

Social Planning Council of lVinnipeg, Insights and Trends,
op. cit.,

89
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population. Figure L2 examines the difference in age

between two-parent and single-parent househord maintainers
and as data indicate, there are by far more single-parent
families (8å) between i-5 and 24 years of age than there are
two-parent families (3å). This is significant because as

chapter Four witl show, the age of household maintainer is
an important factor in determining socio-economic

conditions.

Figure L2
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Figure 13 takes the analysis one step
examines the age st,ructure of single-parent
detail, comparing both native and non-native
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fanilies. The differences in age are particularly striking
in the 15-1-9 and 2O-24 age cohorts. A significantly higher

percentage of native single-parent family household

maintainers are in this relatively young age group, as

compared to their non-native counterparts.

Figure 13

AGE OF SINGLE.PARENT
MAINTAINERS, BY

Winnipeg,

Percent

FAM¡LY HOUSEHOLD
ETHNICITY,

1986

15- 19

Source: Table 18,
Speclal Tabulatlone

Figure 14 reveals the number and age of children of the

native and non-native single-parent population. These data

are crit,ical because the number and age of children have a

powerful effect on the rate of poverty. In light of this,
it is particularly disconcerting that 472 percent of native
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single-parents,

single-parents,

18.

Figure t4

compared to 262 percent of

have at least two children

SINGLE-PARENT FAMILIES, BY NUMBER
OF CHILDREN & ETHNICITY,

Winnipeg, 1986

Percent

non-native

under the age of

No Chlld <fB

Source: Table 18, Speclal Tabulatlons

In order to determine childcare needs of these families

a more detailed account of the exact age of the children

would have been necessary but, unfortunately, is not'

available. It can, hohrever, be assumed that on the basis of

the very young age of many single-parent fanilies, the ages

of the children must be young, most like}y between 1 and 5,

which would place most single-parent fanilies in need of

childcare, presuming that childcare is sought to enable the
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parent to either complete their education or seek

employment.

Fanily Size

The average household size for native families is 3.1-

persons compared to only 2.5 persons per non-native
households. As Figure 14 ilrustrates, this trend holds true
for the singre-parent population as welr. There is a higher
percentage of native singre-parent families with at reast
two children when compared to non-native single-parent
famiries. The difference in famiry sj-ze between the two

popurations is of importance,. by virtue of the fact that
the economic strain on a famiry increases with each

additional chitd.

Education

Data presented earlier revealed that despite some

improvements since i-981-, native persons continue to obtain
lower levels of educational attainrnents than their
counterparts in the non-native community. Figure 4 has

shown that 20 percent of natj-ve persons l-5 years of age and

order have ress than grade nine education, compared to 13

percent of the non-native population.

A detailed analysis of differences in education

revels between single-parent and two-parent farnilies in both
popurations could not be conducted due to the lack of
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availabre information. However, 1996 data revear that
three out of five native singre-parent farniries have not
graduated from high school, compared to two out of five for
the general popuration.% Given that native youth is more

than twice as rikely to have ress than grade nine education
(7.5 percent compared to 3.3 percent), it can be assumed

that native singre-parent fanilies, who most frequentry fatr
in this age group, have l-ess education than non-native
single-parent families

Although the various schools of thought weight the
importance of education differentry, the rerationship
between educational attainment and labour force
participation cannot be disnissed. Low levers of education

are generally correrated with low labour force participation
rates. However, the relationship between. education and

labour force participation rates may not be as significant
as expected, as Hu1lrs research attests.es

Hull surveyed 182 natíve women in vüinnipeg in 1982 with
the intent to identify the barriers which can be drawn upon

to explain native hromenrs high unemployment rates and low

labour force participation rates. of most rerevance in this
context are HuII's findings regarding the rel-ationship
between educational attainment and occupational achievement.

95
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Vlhile survey results indicate that educational attainment

usually has a posítive effect on employment, the

relationship between educational levels and occupational

attainment is not one of cause and effect.
HuIl concludes that 'Native hromen are less likely to

work in professional or administrative positions than non-

native men or women, even at comparable educational levels.
Sex and race are also irnportant in deternining occupational

group status. te6 fn fact, the lack of education is more of

a perceived than a real barrier for some native women and

despite their career aspirations and their relatively high

educational attainment, gender and race driven

discrirnination in the labour market provides a more powerful

barrier than educational achievement and/or personal

motivation.

It is possible that for these reasons, nat j-ve vromen are

less likely to participate in the labour force, recognizing

that even with comparatively high leve1s of education and

personal motivation, they are likely to be trapped in low

paying, clerical and service oriented type jobs.

Labour Force Participation and Unemployment Rates

Figure 5 compared the labour force participation and

unemployment rates of the native population with those of

the non-native population. Although labour force

ibidì L2.
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participation rates for the native popuration t/ere much

l-ower than for the non-native population, 62 percent
compared to 71 percent, the rate for native single-parent
families is even Ìower, hovering around 41- percent.

Figure 15 provides the rates structured over househord

type, and it is clearly evident that labour force
participation rates are much rower for singre-parent
families in both populations than for the general
population.

Fígure 15

LABOURFORCE PARTICIPATION & UNEMPLOYMENT
RATES FOR SINGLE-PARENT FAMILIES,

BY ETHNICITY, Winnipeg, 1986
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native single-parent population.

The gap in labour force part,icipation rate is
highlighted to an even greater degnee in the inner city,
where 70 percent of alr native singre-parent famiries,
compared to 42 percent of arr non-native singre-parent
families are outside the labour force.t

Regarding unemployment rates, ôn interesting
observation can be made. Irrhen unernployment rates are
structured over househol-d type, it is evident that the
unemproyment rate is actualry rower for the singre-parent
popuration than for the generar population. The expranation
for this is that most single-parent families are outside the
labour forcer so that those who do participate have

comparatively high emptoyment rates.

Income

The disparities between

families become particularly
of income. Almost four out

households live at or below

one out of every ten husband and wife families
without children. es

As Figure 16 depicts, the probrem of Iow incomes is

single-parent and two-parent

evident when comparing 1evel_s

of every ten single-parent

98

Table 18,

The Social Planning Council of lrlinnipeg,
Trends, op.cit.,
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even more severe in the

single-parent farnilies

Figure 16

PERCENT OF SINGLE-PARENT & TWO-PARENT
FAMILIES LIVING AT OR BELOW THE POVERTY

LINE, BY AREA OF CITY, Winnipeg, 1986

Percent

inner city, where 63 percent of alt
Live at or below the poverty level.

Source: Table 33,
Speclal Tabulatlons

To appreciate the depth of poverty Table 2 provides the

actual average income leve1s single-parent are forced to

survive on. Inner city incomes are provided in parentheses.

Total City Inner City
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AVERAGE HOUSEHOLD INCOME BELOIÍ AND ABOVE
SINGIJE|-PARENT AND TWO-PARENT FAMTI¡TES,

Table 2

Single-parent
families
lfwo-parent
families

rce:

Household type alone does not account for the variations
in income. In fact, gender must be also considered as a

contributing force in this context. A comparison between the

average incomes of male and female single-parent families
attests to that, showing that female headed single-parent

families earned an average income of $L9r91-9 compared to male

headed single-parent farnil-ies who earned an average of

931, 789 . ee

The fact that native households earn much less than non-

native households has been explored in some detail in the

previous section, and is disturbing in and of itself.
However, even tnore discouraging is the fact that the ability
for native households to improve their socio-economic

condition does not improve with age. Whereas the average

household income for the total population increases by LB. 

percent from the age group 25-44 Eo 45-64, an increase of only

At/or below the
poverty

line

e

s8r 601
($8,151)

THE POVERTY I,INE OF
WINNIPEG, 1986

cl_a

$13, 564
($13r 126)
abul-ations

Above the poverty
line

s34r 398
( 931, 657 )

$5O,451
$ (41r o7s)

Tab1e 2, Special Tabulation.
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5 percent occurs for the native popuration. Hence, not onry

does the average income stay fairry constant for arr native
households over arr age groups, but the income gap between the
populations is actually increasing with age.ro0

Tabulations indicating income revels of native and non-

native single-parent and two-parent families are not available
for lfinnipeg, but there is no reason to believe that the trend
identified for the entire singre-parent poputation would

differ for the native population. rndeed, one can make the
argument that the díscriminatory natqre of the labour market

affects native $romen even more, because they are carrying a

tdouble-burdenr, being a r¡¡oman and being native.
Arthough somewhat outdated, Fal-coner's and cratworthyrs

research confirms that the same income gap betv¡een the two

househord types exists in the natíve popuration as wert, wj-th

native two-parent faniries earning much higher average income

than single-parent fanilies. Falconer in effect observed that

'native single-parent families are roughry twice as rikely to
be poor as native two-parent families in major urban

areas.'101 Although no data are avairabre regarding the
incidence of welfare dependence, the aforementioned income

data give some indication of the degree to which single-parent
families rely on sociar assj-stance. clatworthyrs research,

while d.ated, speaks to the issue of welfare dependence and

100

lol Patrick Falconerr op. cit., 3.

100

Social Planning Council, Insights and Trends , op. cit.,



found that for native single-parent families the earned

proportion of their income, as opposed to the source of income

being transfer payments, is significantly lower (only L8.9

percent) when compared to two-parent families whose proportion

of earned income is 74.8 percent.r@

lrfhile this trend is not unique to native single-parent

families, there is a difference with respect to magnitude.

Clatworthy found that the earned proportion for the total
single-parent population is 64.7 percent, compared to only

1"8.9 percent for native single-parent families. r03

On the basis of Clatworthyts and Falconer's research,

combined with the present analysis of the l-986 census data,

it can be concluded that single-parent families run a much

higher risk of living in poverty than two-parent families.
This holds true for both populations, supporting the thesis

that household type is indeed a crucial factor in the

rnechanisn by which poverty is perpetuated. Hohrever, despite

the similarity in trends in both populations, it must be

recognized that native single-parent farnilies experience still
greater hardships than their non-native counterparts, âD

explanation of which must be sought by examining the role of

tu2

103

Stewart Clatworthy, Native Housing Conditions in
Vüinnipeg, op. cit. , 43-44

Unfortunately no information is available from the L986
or 198L census data indicating welfare dependency, and
the Department of Economic Security, who would have
access to this information, cannot, oD the basis of
confidentiality, release data of this nature either.
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ethnicity and demographic variations.

Housing

Housing need is a function of one,s socio-economic status
and it shourd come as no surprise that Èhe socio-economic

disparities between native and non-native single-parent
families have a direct inpact on the rnagnitude of housing

problems encountered. Since income determines a householdts

ability to satisfy housing need, the comparatively lower

average income of single-parent famiries is at the root cause

of the high incidence of sherter poverty experienced by this
household type. By the same token, native single-parent
families who are the poorest of the poor are, therefore, even

more rikely to experience a nurtitude of housing problems.

Tenure

Low incomes amongst singre-parent families usuarry reave

few options regarding the type of housing available. since

homeownership necessitates cornparativery high incomes, singre-
parent fanilies, âs well as other 1ow income earners, are

forced to rook to the private rental market or to subsidized

housing for shelter. Figure LZ shows not only thatr ês

anticipated, single-parent farnilies are much more rikely to
rent than two-parent families, but that tenure is also a

function of age of househord maintainer. The higher rate of
homeownership amongst two-parent famiries can be exprained by

LO2



their comparatively

average income data

Figure L7

PERCENT OF SINGLE-PARENT & TWO-PARENT
HOUSEHOLDS RENTING AND OWNING, BY AGE
OF HOUSEHOLD MAINTAINER, Winnipeg, 1986
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As alluded to, however, income is not the only

determinant of horneownership, showing that there is a

correlation between age of household maintainer and

homeownership. The proportion of honeownership increases with

the age of the household maintainer. Although this holds true

for both single-parent and two-parent fanilies, the

correlation between homeownership and age of maintainer is

nowhere nearly as significant for single-parents as for two-

parent families. These factors combined account for the high

rate of renters amongst single-parent fanilies.

Unfortunately no statistics are available to determine

the rate of rental tenure between native and non-native

single-parent fa¡nilies. Given the fact, however, that native

households generally are less likely to own their own homes,

coupled with the fact that native single-parent families are

on average much younger and earn lower incomes than non-native

single-parent families, it is reasonable to assume that there

is a higher percentage of renters amongst native single-parent

fanilies than non-native single-parent fanilies.

Aside from seeking shelter in the private rental market,

Iow income earners have the option to apply for subsidized

housing or housing provided by the non-profit sector.

However, it is highly questionable whether social housing is

in fact a desirable and realistic alternative, since the

waiting period for public housing is on average two years and

for those who need imrnediate assistance, it is not a viable

L04



option.

Unfortunat,ely, Manitoba Housing does not keep records of

the demographic characteristics of social housing clients and

it is impossible to determine the extent to which single-
parent families are utilizing social housing programs. For

reasons of confidentiality, it is also impossible to

ascertain how many native households are occupying or waiting

to secure social housing.

Clatworthyts L9B2 survey provides some indication with

respect to the dernographics of social housing clients. Survey

findings show that the vast rnajority of native households

consumed housing in the private housing market, despite some

variations between household types. Only 7.9 percent of all

native households in V,Iinnipeg consumed shelter in the public

housing market. When household type is taken into

consideration, only 5.6 percent of aII native two-parent

farnilies, compared to l-3.5 percent of all native single-parent

families consumed housing in the social- housing sector.lø

In summary, it can be noted that household type,

ethnicity, income and age of househol-d maintainer al-L

determine the rate of homeownership. The combination of these

factors, namely low incomes, young household maintainers and

ethnicity all explain the extremely low rate of homeownership

amongst single-parent families, particularly those of native

single-parent fanilies.

Clatworthy, Native Housing Conditions,

1_05
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By virtue of the fact that native households in general,

and single-parent families in particular, are most frequently

relying on the private rental market for meeting their housing

needs, they are also most exposed to discrirninatory

landlords, high rents and, above all, slum landlords. Since

their low incornes inhibit them from seeking alternative

shelter arrangements, they are trapped in a private rental

market which responds only to effective housing demand not

housing need.

Affordability

As explored previously, affordability problems are

directty related to a person's purchasing po$¡er in the housing

market. consequently, the root cause of affordability
problems is low income. As with all other socio-economic

factors, there is also a direct linkage between household type

and affordability problems. Figure 18 illustrates that a much

higher percentage of single-parent farnilies (69Z) experience

affordability problems than do two-parent fanilies (35?). The

situation is even r¡torse for single-parent farnilies living in

the inner city, where 74.5 percent of all single-parent

farnilies encounter affordability problems

Unfortunately data do not permit the structuring of

affordability over household type and ethnicity. However,

Clatworthy's survey conducted in L982 provides a wealth of

housing specific information which, to this date, continues to
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Figure 18

PERCENT OF RENTER HOUSEHOLDS
EXPERIENCING AN AFFORDABILITY PROBLEM,

BY HOUSEHOLD TYPE, Winnipeg, 1986

Percent
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be the most comprehensive ernpirical research on housing

available to the public. His research confirms the thesis

that it is prirnarily- househotd type which determines the

incidence of affordabifity. Ethnicity, however, was found to

only rnarginally influence whether or not, affordability is

experienc.ed. This phenomenon is most likely a result of the

fact that despite incorne differentials between native and non-

native single-parent fanilies, neither household has

sufficient purchasing power to escape affordability problems.

It should be noted though, that Clatworthy set the

contribution rate standard at 35 percent as opposed to 25

percent, which would have the effect of reducing the

LO7
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importance of ethnicity by bringing more non-native famiries
into the unaffordability range.

Ethnicity is, however, a deterrnining factor when the

incidence of affordability probrems is parallered with the age

of househord maintaíner. lrlhile the number of those suffering
from affordabirity problems decreases with age of househord

maintainer for the non-native single-parent population, this
trend does not hold true for the native síngle-parent
popuration. Native single-parent famities have a much smaller

chance to rid themserves of affordabirity problerns as they get

older, which is consistent with their inabirity to improve

their general socio-economic status in later life.

Adequacy

Clatworthyrs research on the housing conditions of
winnipeg's urban native community provides the greatest amount

of detail, to date, regarding adequacy and suitability
information. As a resurt, his research findings wilr be drawn

upon to compensate for the gap in the l-986 census data.

According to Clatworthy, the forces impacting on adequacy

are complex in the sense that it is more a combination of
factors which accounts for observed variations. Based on his
findings, Clatworthy concluded that a combination of tenure,

income and househord type account for T3,percent of the totar
variation in the incidence of housing quality problems.

Approximatery 15 percent of the variation is attributabre
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so1ely to ethnicity.r05 Those who were native, single-
parents and renters lrere found to experience the highest rate

of adequacy problems.

In this context, Clatworthy advances an interesting

hypothesis, namely that the high incidence of welfare

dependency among native and non-native single-parent families

directly contributes to the adequacy problems experienced by

this population. Because of the absolutely inadequate shelter

allowances allowed under social assistance programmes at the

provincial and rnunicipal level of government, many recipients

are frequently forced to accept substandard housing conditions

due to their limited purchasing po!ìrer. The low portion of

money assigned for shelter forces recipients to satisfy their

housing needs in the lower, substandard private rental housing

market. He notes that several studies have shor¡rn that the

problem with respect to adequacy is not one of a lack of

availability of housing which is in good condition, but rather

one of insufficient income available for shelter. 'Social
assistance transfer payment formulae sinply do not appear to

provide most househol-ds with sufficient purchasing power to

obtain adequate private market housing.'rffi

Clatworthy's concerns regarding the inadequate Jevel-s of

housing allowances hrere echoed by the Manitoba Task Force on

Social Assistance:

105
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Clatworthy, Native Housing Conditj-ons,

rbid. , 65.
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...The rnost serious problem with benefit levels in
Manitoba's social assistance system is the very low
Ievel of support which they offer....Social
assistance rates in Manitoba are generally between
39 percent and 63 percent of Statistics Canada low-
income cut-off with only the benefits of large
families in rural areas rising above this....The
very ninimal nature of support from social
assistance is beyond dispute.lØ

A person on welfare may, as a result of insufficient

shelter allowance, be very restricted in adjusting to rising

rents, and hence may have to settle for substandard housing in
order not to exceed what has been allocated for shelter costs.

The other alternatíve is to cut back on other expenses, such

as food and clothing or rent housi-ng units which do not meet

the family's space requirements. In the case of such trade-

offs the household is said to experience multiple housing

problems, a condition where a tlow-income household is forced

to trade off housing quality and/or housing space in order to

acquire housing which it can afford.'r08 Native single-

parent families are particularly prone to experience nultiple

housing problems as a result of the high incidence of welfare

dependence conmon in this population.

Manitoba, Report on the Manitoba Task Force on Social
Assistance (Winnipeg: Department of Conmunity Services
and Corrections, l-983) 49-50.

Stewart Clatworthy, Native Housinq Conditj-ons, op. cit.,
72.
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Suitability

suitability measures the extent to which a household

incurs crowding, a function of fanily size in relation to
space. As has been demonstrated in the previous statistical
profile of the native population, nativesr oD average, have

larger families than their non-native counterparts.

Consequently, croürding is a more conmon problem for all
native fanilies since limited incorne, combined with scarcity
of affordable larger rental homes, reads native famiries to
settle for srnaller, affordable units.l@

Conclusion

Upon an examination of affordability, adequêcy, and

suitability ít can be concluded that it is prirnarily household

type which determines housing consumptJ-on patterns and

conditions. By virtue of the direct relationship between

socio-economic conditions and housing consumption patterns, it
is single-parent faniries in both populations who must endure

the most severe hardships with respect to shelter. Ethnicity
and tenure shouLd, however, not be underestimated in their
importance with respect to their irnpact on housing conditions.

Native singre-parent fanilies are clear]-y at a higher risk of
Iiving in poverty than non-native single-parent fanilies.

As data indicate, many housing problems are associated

109 For more detailed j-nformation regarding
C1-atworthy, Natíve Housing Conditions,

l_ l_ l_

suitability see:
op. cit.,



hrith rentar tenure in the private housing market, which

suggests that perhaps other alternative forms of shelter
provision must be sought. collectively owned housing co-ops

night be such an alternative because problems inherent. in a

private housing market, which treats housing rike any other
commodity to be traded under free market conditions, courd be

surpassed. rn order to ensure that row income groups such as

native single-parent families have access to co-op housing

programs, it is important that the state guarantee row down

payments and interest rates.
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AN EXAIIINATION OF THE CAUSES OF POVERTY
AFFECTING NATIVE SINGI,E-PARENT FA¡{II,IES

The previous chapter provides a statistical profile of

the socio-economic as well as housing conditions of Winnipeg's

urban native community, drawing a comparison with the non-

native population wherever data perrnitted. Based on the

empirical evídence provided, it could be clearly demonstrated

that there is a significantly higher rate of poverty amongst

the urban native community when compared to the general

population. Native people continue to be severely

disadvantaged in all socio-economic categories, earning far

Iower average incomes, participating at a much lower rate in

the labour force and experiencing much higher unemployment

rates than the general population. As anticipated, the high

rate of poverty amongst the native population has a direct

impact on their ability to meet their housing needs. Because

of the severe poverty experienced by the najoríty of native
people, it follor¡us that rnost native households experience a

number of housing problems, the most common of which is

affordability.

However, âD examination of the data also revealed that

1_l-3
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not all household types are equally affected. Single-parent

families in both populations are significantly more prone to

Iiving in poverty when compared t,o two-parent fanilies. They

earn by far the lowest incomes, are least likety to
participate in the labour force and most likeIy to depend on

social assistance. Consequently, it is also this household

type which experiences the greatest housing needs when

compared to any other household type.

In sum, the thesis that household type is an important

mechanism in perpetuating poverty could be ernpirically

supported. However, although thefe is ample ernpirical

evidence which attests to the fact that household type indeed

plays a critical ro1e, it would be misguided to conclude that
it alone determines the extent to which a household is at risk
of living in poverty. The fact that native single-parent,s are

much more at risk than non-native single-parents cannot be

ignored and indicates that ethnicity is also an irnportant

determining factor.

Furthermore, a comparative analysis of the average

incomes of male and female led single-parent families
revealed, that gender must also be added as a factor. The

income gap between men and hromen sufgests that gender is a

consequential factor in determining socio-economic status, âD

observation which is well documented and supported by a

plethora of research studying gender based discrimination in
the labour market.
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$fhile the ernpirical analysis provided in the previous

chapter describes the socio-economic conditions of native

single-parents in some detail and points to the differences

between population segments, it does not go beyond the

descriptive. Although the data provide conclusive evidence

that there is indeed a significant, relationship between

household type, ethnicity, gender and socio-economic

conditions, how these fact.ors contribute to the dynamic and

whether they are merely reflective of a larger context is yet

to be examined. The purpose of this chapter is, therefore, an

analysis of the determinants of poverty as they affect urban

native single-parent families.

Firstly, an explanation must be sought as to what it is
about the single-parent household type which makes it more

prone to living in poverty. Secondly, those characteristics
which distinguish native single-parent farnilies from non-

native single-parent fanilies must be identifíed and drawn

upon, in,an effort to account for the differences in rates and

depth of poverty,between these two subgroups. ft is within
this context that ethnicity wiII be discussed as a barrier to

improving one's socio-economic conditions, supplemented by a

discussion regarding the status of women in the native

community as an indication of their political power and their
potential to initiate social, political, and economic change.
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i. Towards An Eclectic Approach

The literature review already gave some indication of the

various approaches taken to explain native poverty, drawing

on both their strengths and weaknesses. Although distinct
theoretical models are utilized in each, not all approaches

are mutually exclusive and to some extent they complement one

another. For example, class analysis incorporates many of

the findings rendered through the application of dependency

theory, although it ultimately arrives at different
conclusions as to the source of poverty. In light, of the

complexity of the causal factors which together place urban

native single-parents at such high risk, it wiII be argued

that in fact no single approach offers al-I the answers.

Instead, numerous factors, including both external and

individual determinants, must be drawn upon to fully

cornprehend the mechanism whereby poverty is perpetuated.

The following discussion wiII, therefore, adopt class

analysis and the theory of colonialism as the broad analytical
frametn¡ork, complemented by an assessment of several other

causal factors which together place urban native single-
parents in such a high risk group. To that end, household

type, ethnicity, demographic characteristics, gender and

other environmental conditions wilt be examined. This

approach is intended to produce as complete and comprehensive

a picture as possible.

The basic organizational- framework whj-ch àtt.rrg"= the
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forlowing materiar is adopted in most part from Harvey

stevenst study on chird poverty in Manitoba. The anarysis
distinguishes between individual and external determinant,s of
poverty, using both singre-parent and two-parent families, to
exÈract those factors unique to single-parent families.tto
rndividual determinants of poverty are defined as those
factors which are characteristic of the famiry and deemed to
have an inpact on the househol-d, s ability to become

economicalry independent, as for exampre, househord type,
farnily size, âgê of househor-d maintainer and children, and

educational attainment of household maintainer.
The analysis of individual determinants will be followed

by an examj-nation of externar determinants of poverty, such as

the structure of the rabour market as it affects native
singre-parents, the welfare system, the distribution of
pohler, the availability of childcare services, and the
potential for natives to accumulate their own capital in order
to create an alternative to the current system.

It should be noted that the separation between individual
and external determinants of poverty is pureJ-y an

organizationar t.ool, aiding in the distinction between the
socio-demographic factors which when combined are strong
predictors of the risk of income poverty, but cannot be drawn

upon as the sole explanation of the current inequities.

110 Harvey stevens, child povertv rn Manitoba. An Examinationof ftS Causes and Solutions (Vfinnipeg: ffigCouncil of Winnipeg, i-989), unpublilhãa paper.
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External determinants, oD the other hand, are forces

operative in the person's environment, which create barriers

for urban native hromen, thereby liniting their ability to

inproving their socio-economic conditions. It is not the

author's intention, however, to imply that the two types of

determinants are completely independent of one another. The

author is aware of their mutual reinforcement but has chosen

to separate them analytically for reasons of clarity only.

ii. Individual Determinants of Poverty

Stevens' analysis of the microdata tapes of the L982 and

l-983 Surveys of Consumer Finance and the L986 census data is
premised on the assumption that the leveI of employment

(number of weeks worked) and the amount of earned income are

key determinants of income poverty. Based on this assumption,

those factors believed to have an irnpact on these two

determinants, such as household type and select demographic

and structural characteristics, are isolated and their

effects are studied. In order to examine the extent to which

household type determines income poverty, demographic factors

are structured over both single-parent and two-parent

families. Unfortunately, no distinction is made on the basis

of ethnicity but it can be assumed that the contributing

factors identified as impacting on the general single-parent

populations have a sirní1ar effect on the native single-parent

population.

LL8



Although Stevens acknowledges that demographic

characteristics are important contributing factors to poverty,

single-parent families are di-sadvantaged right from the outset

when compared to two-parent fanilies, because single-parent

families, unlike two-parent families, provide only one source

of labour qrhich significantly reduces their level of

employnent and, hence, their income. OnIy one person is in
a position to supply labour, while at the same time carrying

the sole responsibility for chil-d rearing. Hence, the higher

rates of poverty among single-parent families compared to two-

parent families is, among other factors, a result of their

curtailed ability to attain cornparable levels of income and

employment. It is for this reason that household type is a

powerful determinant of poverty and becomes a barrier in and

of itself.

Less powerful, but equally important, are a number of

demographic factors which compound the already disadvantaged

position of single-parent farnilies. In particular,

educational levels of the household rnaintainer, age and

number of children, and age of household maintainer. With

respect to age of household maintainer and number of children,

Stevens found that the rate of poverty is highest for single-
parents under the age of 25 or those with two or more

children.rrr The fact that younger single-parents are more

Iikely to live in poverty than older farnilies is especially

111 ibid; 3.
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disconcerting in light of the fact that, âs chapter three

illustrated, there is a significantly higher percentage of

native single-parent family household naintainers between 15-

24 than in the non-native single-parent population.

The number and age of children also have a powerful

effect on the rate of poverty.. Research indicates that with

each additional child labour force participation is
interrupted, assuming that the household maintainer is
actively seeking enployrnent. This interruption for purposes

of child rearing impacts more severely on single-parent than

two-parent families, because they are not only the sole source

of employment but also solely responsible for parenting. In

other words, single-parent fanilies with more than two

children under the age of 18 are more likely to be outside the

Iabour force and hence dependent on social assistance as a

Iast resort, because of their dual responsibility.

Compounding the problem is the fact that more children means

greater pressure on an already limited budget.

Stevens concludes that two children under the age of L2

can have a detrimental effect on the household's income and

employment levels, especially amongst single-parent families.

Although tamong two-parent famities, the risk is increased

substantialty only for those with less than a grade nine level

of education, for single-parent families the risk of poverty

remains high even for those with post-secondary educatio¡v. trr2

lt2 ibid; s.
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This raises two inportant issues. Firstly, in light of the
fact that 47 percent of native single-parents, compared to 26

percent of non-native singre-parents have at reast two

chirdren under the age of 18, the devastating impact of the
number of children is more prevarent amongst native single-
parents. secondly, educational attainment appears to make a
pronounced difference for two-parent families, hrhereas for
single-parent families education seems ress critical.

The existing controversy surrounding education as an

explanatory toor utirized in the context of native poverty has

been addressed in previous sections of the thesis. The

research by HulI and Clatworthy demonstrated that education
appears to have less of an irnpact on labour market success for
nat,ives in generar and native r¡/omen in particurar. Forces,
such as ethnicity and gender, appear to override the otherwise
positive effect of higher education revers on labour market

success, a phenomenon contributed frequentry to a segmented

labour market. Although stevens cannot comment on the power

of ethnicity in terms of providÍng a barrier, he does provide
conclusive evidence that gender is a significant barrier to
labour market, success.

However, caution must be exercised not to underplay the
importance of education. rn fact there is tittre doubt that
row education levels are associated with row rabour force
participation rates, resurting in lower levels of emproyment

and incomes, a trend consistent in both native and non-native
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populations. I{hy are individuals with lower levels of

education less tikely to participate in the labour force?

One anshrer may be that with lower levels of education the

chances of finding fuIl-time and regular empJ-oyment are so

slim, that potential job opportunities consist most likely of
Iow paying short-term or part-tine ernployrnent. In recognition
of the curtailed opportunities to find meaningful and steady

employment, combined with the fact, that there are fewer and

fewer jobs available, many rnay give up looking for ernployment

and instead are opting for social assistance.

Although higher levels of education do have the effect of

increasing labour force participation rates, the question yet

to be addressed is whether improved levels of education, aside

from leading to improved labour force participation rates,
also correlate with better paying and more long-term jobs.

It is in this context that gender and ethnicity must be

analyzed as barriers to improving onets socio-economic

condition, and the subsequent analysis will focus on gender as

a structural impedirnent. The importance of gender is
particularly highlighted when integrated with an analysis of
the differential irnpact of education on single-parent and two-

parent families. Stevens found that even at equal levels of
education, single-parent fanilies still experience a much

higher rate of poverty than two-parent families.rr3 In fact,
for single-parent families the average farnily income increases

113 ibid; a
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only marginarry with higher revers of education when compared

to two-parent farnities. Even at comparative levers of
education and employment revers, singre-parent famiries earn

far less than two-parent fanilies.
The reason is that the vast majority of singre-parent

families are headed by women who, due to the discrininatory
practices of the rabour market, are prevented from

participating as equals in their search for employment. The

hlage gap between men and women and occupational discrirnination
are two dimensions of labour market discrimination and have

been thoroughly researched by schorars, such as phillips and

PhiIlipslla and Armstrong and Armstrong. rr5 f t is the
presence of a segmented labour market which is argued to be

responsible for paying T¡romen lower wages for the same kinds of
jobs (wage díscrinination), ês werr also trapping women and

minorities in Iow-paying, part-time jobs (occupational

discrirnination), regardless of their educational attainrnent
and individual aspirations. Hence, v/omen have become victims
of job and wage discrimination, both of which combined read to
their lower average incornes.116

For reasons of a discriminatory rabour rnarket, education

tl4.

115

Paul and Erin Phillips, lrlomen and work (Toronto: James
Lorimer & Company, i-983).

Pat and Hugh Armstrong, The Double Ghetto. canadían lrlomen
and Their seqregated lvork (Toronto: Mccterland c stewart
Inc. , L989).

Paul and Erin Phil1ips, htomen and Work op. cit. | 52-76.
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has ress of an impact on single-parent famiries, than two-

parent families. Because the vast najority of singte-parent
famiries are headed by r¡romen, it is this househord type which

ís most vulnerable to the discriminatory
practices of the labour market.

To sum upr a reviäw of
poverty illustrated that levels of ernployment and income,

both of which are key determinants of poverty, are strongly
patt.erned over househord type and gender. Although famíly
size, âgê and number of chirdren, â9ê of househord rnaintaíner,

and row levers of education áre contributing factors and

combined are strong predictors of poverty, gender and

househord type have a much more powerfur effect in terms of
contributing to the causes of poverty. The rate of poverty

amongst single-parent faniries is substantiarly higher when

compared to two-parent farnilíes despite comparabre revels of
education and number and age of chirdren. The reasons for the

higher rat.e of poverty are their lower 'emproyment and income

revels, which above arr are infruenced by their gender and

their confined ability to supply labour.

Based on these findings and on previous analysis, there

is no reason not to assume that the cornbined effects of
demographic factors, household type and gender have the same

detrÍrnental. impact on native single-parent faniries as on non-

native single-parent fanilies. In fact, part of the reason

for the significantty higher rate of poverty amongst native

L24
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singJ-e-parent families is likely attributable to the fact that
the aforementioned demographic characteristics are more

pronounced in the native single-parent population than in the

non-native population single-parent population. As was

illustrated in chapter three, native single-parent families
are on average younger, have more children, and have lower

Ievels of education when compared to non-native single-parent

families.

However, the significant differences in terms of
magnitude between native and non-native single-parent farnilies
cannot solely be a resul-t of their lower educational

attainment, their larger fanilies and the generally younger

age structure. The statistical profile of the urban native

population, along with the research conducted by scholars

such as Clatworthy, HuII, and Stevens indicates that ethnicity
is an important determinant of poverty and is clearly part of
the mechanism by which poverty is perpetuated.

As Clatworthy,s empirical analysis revealed,

unemployment rates remain high even among better educated

native peoples, which is argued to be the result of a

segmented labour market, crowding native people into the

secondary sector. In the same hray as gender is argued to be

a structural impediment, ethnicity is seen as having a similar
effect. The impact of a discrininatory l-abour market which

does not afford equal participation to neither women nor

native peoples, has consequently a detrirnental effect on
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native Ì^tomen, v¡ho carry a double burden. lrihen the curtaited
ability of a single-parent to provide labour is added, it is
not surprising that female ted native single-parent fanilies
run the greatest risk of living in poverty. The combinat,ion

of these three factors carries with it the greatest potential

for being impoverished which contributes to the explanation of

their higher incidence of poverty.

Clatworthy adds to the discussion by arguing that the

recognition of the limited opportunities available to native

\tromen may have the ef fect of discouraging many from

participating in the labour force and opting instead for
social benefits as an income source which, although marginal

in amount, ilây exceed possible earnings in the labour

market. 117 Further contributing to l-ower labour f orce

participation rates may be the fact that, âs Meadows. argues,

native women highly regard motherhood and the task of child
rearing is considered central to a üroman,s life. The v/oman

therefore, consciously chooses to remain at home with her

children, instead of considering wage labour.rts

In sum, the foregoing analysis of individual determinants

of poverty highlights not, only the complexity of the problem

but also the ínterrelationship between contributing factors.
ft is this complexity and interrelationship which makes it

tt7

lt8

rbid., 6.

M.L. Meadows, Adaptation to Urban Life by Native Canadian
Iüomen ( M.A. Thesis, Department of Sociology, University
of CaJ-gary, 1"981-).
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exceedingly difficult to ascertain the exact impact of each

factor in isolation. Nevertheless, it is possible t,o extract

household type, gender, and ethnicity as strong predictors of
poverty, particularly when aII three factors are combined, âs

in the case of native female led single-parent families. VÍhen

particular demographic characteristics come into p1ay, the

chances of living in poverty are even greater.
.It can therefore be concluded that part of the

explanation for the significantly higher rate of poverty

amongst native single-parent farnilies is a manifestation of a

worst case scenario with respect to the combination of causal

factors.

iii. External Determinants of Poverty

Vlhile native r¡romen and native single-parent families are

at greatest risk of being poor, poverty is not confined to
this segrment of the population. In fact, disparities between

native peoples and the general population are a distressing
phenomenon throughout Canada, ana the absolutely intolerable
conditions many native peoples are forced to endure have even

received international attention. The magnitude of poverty in

terms of its depth ar-rd numbers affected, and the faet that

the high incidence of dependence upon government transgresses

geographical areas and household types and is a reality both

on and off reserves, suggests that forces other than unique

individual characteristics contribute to the causes of
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poverty.

Based on these factors the author concurs with the

position that contemporary conditions can only be fully

understood if a historical perspective is taken which unveils

some of the underlying forces operative in shaping present

conditions. Demographic factors wiII sinply not suffice in

exptaining the degree of powerlessness, dependency upon

government and the level of social and economic destruction of

so many native communities. OnIy if there is an appreciation

of the tremendous sense of loss experienced by nàtive peoples

can one begin to understand the high rates of violence within

native communities, the unacceptable levels of teenage

suicides, the wide spread use of alcohol and drugs, the loss

of culture and language, unemployment rates unmatched by any

other segrment of the poputation and the general ill heatth of

communities, both on and off reserve-

Unfortunately it is beyond the scope of this thesis to

provide a comprehensive historical account of the process of

colonization of native peoples in Canada and link it to the

destruction of traditional social, economic, spiritual and

political systerns which have organized native societies. The

irnpact of the appropriation of lands and resources' the

d.evelopment of underdeveloped economies and the inposition of

the Indian Act and its creation of an entirely alien and

powerless quasi indian government are well documented events

which need not be repeated in this context. What needs to be
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addressed, hohrever, is the concrete and direct impact of these
historical forces on present urban native conditions.

Among a number of present ills which are a direct resul_t
of the coloniar experience, as for example the ross of
aboriginal ranguages, the most fundamental and powerfuJ_

irnpact of colonialism is the stratification of traditional
native society. As alluded to earrier, onry few schorars
have applied crass analysis to explain the disparity between
the native and generar popuration. John Loxrey is one of
these scholars, d.escribing the historical progression of
capitar expansion in Northern Manitoba and linking the stages
of capital penetration to distinct social relations which
emerged in response. whire a more detail-ed analyèis of this
approach is provided in the riterature review, of consequence
in this context is that it is capitarist social rerations of
production which have created dependent economies and ptaced
the majority of native peopre into a marginarized position.
A fundamentar causar factor behind native poverty is therefore
their predominance in the working crass or the ranks of the
permanently unempl0yed. rn the final analysis, it is their
posítion in the class structure which determines their socio-
economic conditions and must be drawn upon to understand the
plight of natj-ve peoples today

consistent with marxist theory, Loxrey identifies
capitalist social rerations of production as having created
dependent economies, characterized by the marginalization of
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the majority of the population and, what Loxley calls,
divergent economies in which loca1 demand is not dictating
local production. On the contrary, external interests are

shaping local economies with no regard for the best use of
resources from the perspective of the community. Surplus as

well as jobs created from the exploitation of resources are

Ieaving the community, instead of generating meaningful

employment opportunities on reserves or reinvesting profits
back into the cornmunity.

The lack of employment and economic opportunities for
Iocal native people on reserves is, therefore, one of the

foremost motivators to migrate to urban areas, although

reasons for leaving reserve communities differ for women, an

area which will be explored in more detail at a later stage.

Unfortunately though, the urban economy provides few

opportunities for native migrants. First1y, there is a

general l-ack of employment opportunities across the board,

evidenced by staggering unemployment rates and high rates of

welfare dependence. The Free Trade Agreement and the

generally depressed state of the economy have in fact worsened

the emplolrment situation, which has the effect of intensified
competition for jobs. Secondly, many of the jobs which are

available in cities are either low paying, part-time jobs or

altogether closed to native people as a result of the

structural racism which restricts their equal participation in
the labour market. A segmented labour market which crowds
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most native people, especially native women into primary

sector employment, consequently enhances their disadvantaged

position in an already t,ight. labour market

One solution would be to seek alternative sources of

employrnent to escape the discrirninatory practices of the

Iabour market. The question must therefore be asked to what

extent the urban native community is in a position to provide

an alternative to the current system, providing employment

opportunities to their members and thereby lessening the

present dependence on the state. According to Loxley, v/ho

has studied the potential for native controlled economic

development, the urban native community is severely restricted

in its ability to provide employment opportunities to urban

natives. Although reasons are numerous, the following will

highlight some of the major problem areas.lle

Loxley observed that generally speaking, internal

probJ-ems, such as a lack of managernent skills, accountability

problems and corruption, in addition to such broader

environmental problems as inadequate, short-term government

funding and insufficient assistance as well as a lack of

infrastructure and restricted markets all contribute to the

cornmon failure of native business schemes. Above all,

however, there sirnply seems to be a lack'of capítal by the

native community to develop and sustain any efforts of native

tr9 John Loxley, The Economics of Communitv Development
(!{innipeg: HKL & Associates Ltd., Report prepared for the
Native Economic Development Program, 1-986) .
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economic development. 120

The above problems, it is argued, are enhanced for urban

natives because,

To begin with non-native opposition to special
native assistance programs is likely to be more
vociferous in urban areas where such programs have
greater visibility and where cornpetition is more
acute. Secondly, the native community is less
organized in urban areas and constitutes a much
weaker political pressure group than it does
elsewhere. FinaIIy, urban economic developrnent
strategies for and by Native people are less weII
developed than they are for and by Native people
living elsewhere. The result is that economic
development programrning for the urban areas is
virtually non-existent. r2r

As a result of the above noted impedJ-nents urban natives are

presented with few alternatives and the dependence on the

urban labour market is therefore enhanced.

Compounding the problens of a segrnented labour market and

the inability to provide alternative employment opportunities,

is the impact of pre-market, discriminatory practices affecting

native women. Phillips and Phillips advance the argument

that, 'd great deal of female poverty is directly related to

troments inferior status in the labour market combined with

social conditioning, sexual stereotyping, and their primary

responsibitity for the maintenance and reproduction of the

household. 'r22 Low participation rates in the labour force

Ibid., Chapter 4.

rbid., L55-L56.

PauI and Erin Phillips, Ílomen and Work, 7L.
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can, in addition to the previously identified factors, be a

result, of the sexual division of labour, which dictates that

lrromen carry the primary responsíbíIities for chil-d rearing and

the maintenance of the household. $Ihether or not the sexual

division of labour, and the stereotyping of women into certain
jobs is more pronounced and less challenged in the native

community is difficult to deterrnine and unfortunately beyond

the scope of this thesis.

. Because h¡omen regardless of ethnicity are considered the

primary caregivers in our society, it is also ltomen for whom

the lac]< of affordable child care becomes a real- barrier to

seeking employment. Vtomen are having to cope with totally

inadequate state assistance for child care, which often

results in preventing many from either seeking paid employment

or returning to school to upgrade their education and

training. The gross inadequacies of current child care

policies at both the federal and provincial levels are well

documented in numerous reports, task forces and other studies.

Regardless of what perspective one chooses to take, the

conclusion that there simply are not enough child care spaces

available seems inescapable.

The National Council of V[elfare provides empirical

evidence to indicate the need for child care, stating Èhat in

Manitoba there are Lo,526 licensed child care spaces, but

76,gL6 children under the age of 13 whose parents are working

outside the home a,¡ed who therefore would be potentiat users of
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child care services.t23 This severe shortage in chitd care

spaces clearly inhibits r¡romen to enter the labour force if

they so choose, especiatly in the case of single mothers,

where no other person shares the responsibility of child

rearing. The lack of child care spaces affects poorer hlomen

even more, because only part of the available spaces are

subsidized and therefore accessible to Iow income famities.

The state has shown little intention to rectify this

situation and instead of providing more non-profit child care

spaces continues to use the income tax system to subsidize

child care. child care subsidies are of little use to Iow

income parents, who may very well qualify for a subsidized

space in a non-profit, child care centre, but are still unable

to place their children into child care because of the

shortage of subsidized spaces. Unless more child care spaces

are created, which are universally accessible, affordable,

non-profit, and high in quality, poor farnilies will continue

to have.to rely on the non-regulated private child care sector

or stay home with the children, thereby foregoing potential

employment and educational opportunities. The short-

sightedness of this policy is not only reflective of a

patriarchicat ideology, and is therefore rejected by the

author, but also makes littl-e economic sense, seei-ng that the

state must nohr pay for social assistance for those women who

123 National Council of WeIfare, Child-Care - A Better
Alternative (Ottawa: Natíonal CouncíI of lrÏelfare, 1988),
4.
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are unabre to participate in the labour force as a result of
unavailable child care.

The issues of child care policy and econornic assistance
programs raise questions of the general effectiveness of
government policies and programs in addressing the plight of
urban natives. The aforementioned research conducted by

Frideres and Reeves seeks anshrers with respect to the inpact
of social policy on urban natives and concludes that public
service institut,ions, for the most part, have failed to meet

the needs of urban native clients because their services are

remedial only and do not deal with the root causes of the
problem

These observations are partJ-cularly relevant with regards

to social housing poticy. Housing policy is generally

confined to the provision of shelter by hray of the income

subsidy approach coupred with the supply of social housing

units. rn either approach, onry modest attempts are made to
integrate social housing poJ-icy with overarl sociar policy,
the resurt of which is that the root cause of most housing

problems, namely poverty, is not being successfulry addressed.

All that is accomprished currently is the provision of sherter
for those in'need, and even that objective is not being net in
light of the ever increasing numbers of homeless peopre in
Canadian cities.

Although data presented in chapter three provide evidence

that, using the three dimensions of housing need, single-
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parent families most frequentry encounter affordabirity
problems, studies suggest, that the nature of the housing

problem for this household type are in fact more comprex than
just insufficient income. As a result, housing subsidies

alone may be an insufficient response to their unique sherter
problems.rz For example, most social housing projects do

not have on-site chird care and other support services

available to the tenants which may be particutarly important

to singre-parent farniries who do not have easy access to these

services

VÍhile social housing does litt1e to encourage self-heIp
or provide additional support services to its tenants, the

options for those househords who do not have the chance to
live in social housing are even more linited. For example,

assisting households with affordability problerns through

income subsidies is problematic because it requires households

to rely on the private market as the housing supplier. The

problem here is that the private housing market responds not

to need but to demand, and if not deemed profitable will not

supply affordable, adequate, and suitable housing. In fact,
the presence of slumlandlords and the general lack of

affordable, suj-table and available housing in the private
market suggests that housing sorutions requiring a reliance on

the private market may be extrernely misguided.

7'24 Fran Klodawsky, Aron Spector and Damaris Rose, Single-

Mothers Lose (CMHC, 1985).
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Compounding the problems associat,ed with current housing

policy is the fact that ineffective housing solutions go

beyond the realm of housing, but impact on the general weII-

being of a household. For example, experience shot¡s that

crowding enhances the risk of fanily violence due to the

stress associat,ed with a lack of physical space in the home.

In addition, inadequate housing conditions aLso do not provide

a supportive environment for learning which, in turn, has

long lasting effects on children who are struggling to keep up

with the pressures at school.

fn sum, in can be concluded that the nyopic view of

social policy often contributes little more than temporary

relief t,o those in need. Especially with respect to housing

policy, tremendous developmental opportunities are foreglone.

The recent decision by the federal governrnent to slash the

program budget for the non-profit and co-operative housing

programs is more than short-sighted indeed, since these are

the only two programs which have the potential to offer real

alternatives, especially for single-parent fanilies. The co-op

housing program in particular is a means whereby housing

policy can be integrated with other social and econornic policy

objectives. The Payuk Housing Co-op in Winnipeg attests to

that, targeting not only native single-parent fanilies but

providing on-site chíld care and a number of other services

for its community.

Fostering conmunity driven projects such as these, which
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can set their own targets and priorities is especially

important for urban natives, who frequently fatl between

jurisdictional cracks. It is becoming increasingly apparent

that both provincial and nunicipal governments refuse to award

special treatment to urban natives, or target their programs

and services to meet their specific needs, because their
welfare is argued to be the sole responsibility of the federal
government due to its fiduciary relationship with native
peoples. An analysis of whether or not the federal government

is trying to offload its responsibilities for native peoples

to the provinces is beyond the scope of this thesis. Of

importance is the fact that urban natives are treated as any

other client when seeking assistance, despite their desperate

socio-economic conditions, and no provisions are made to
target them as a special needs group, needing both culturally
sensitive and above aII, irnmediate attention.

The extent to which policy can either impede or foster
the improvement of socio-economic conditions has been

researched by Evelyn Peters, who examines the ineffectiveness

of welfare policy in addressing the complex needs of urban

native single-parent families. The basic premise of her

argument is that the breakdown of the urban native family is
largely a result of 'the uncertainty of the job situation for
native males and the security of wel-fare payments for mothers
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$tith young children'.r2s The hypothesis is advanced that
single-parenthood is a logical coping mechanism and response

to the welfare system which, âs a result of its eligibility
criteria, discr:iminates against two-parent fanilies in favour

of single-parent families. 'Children mean single parents are

eligible for social assistance, and additional children mean

additional income.126 Peters impties, in fact, that native

singJ-e-parent,s are making the conscious and calculated choice

not only to remain single-parents but also to have large

families.

Although it is possible that in some cases native hromen

actually make these conscious decision in response to the

welfare system, Peters, thesis can be challenged on two

grounds. Firstly, the insufficient resources provided

through social assistance, guaranteeing littte more than a

stable state of poverty, are hardly sufficiently attractive
to offset the problems associated with single-parenthood and

Iarge families. Secondly, Peters completely fails to
recognize that the extremely high incidence of family violence

within the native community rnay in fact be an exceedingly more

powerfur factor in deterrnining househol-d type than werfare

policies

r25 Evelyn Peters, Native Households in !{innipeg: Strateqies
of Co-Residence and Financial Support (Winnipeg:
Institute of Urban Studies , L9B ) , 29.

Evelyn Peters, fndian Families: Coping with Unemployrnent
and the Welfare System (UnpubJ-Íshed paper) , LL.
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Prior to a discussion of the high levels of violence

within the native conrmunity, it shourd be noted that extreme

caution must be exercised in this context. Based on the data

presented it wourd be arl too easy to link ethnicity with the

high rates of viorence, arguing that being native means being

more prone to exert as well as be accepting of abuse.

Furthermore, the argument that natj-ve hromen have traditionally
been in positions of subservience and are hence ,used, to
physical, verbaJ-, and emotionaÌ abuse is totally void of any

foundation in fact and is extremery racist at best. Arthough

the reasons for abuse are highly cornplex and justice cannot be

granted to the multitude of factors involved, âr alternative
to the sirnplicity of the above approach and a starting point
may be in Frantz Fanon's writings on colonialism. He

describes the outbreak of violence amongst the coronized as a

people turning inward, focusing their anger against one

another, which is a reaction of their frustrations associated

with having lost all power over their existence.l27

Vthichever expÌanation one wishes to pursue there is
unfortunatery litt1e doubt of the crisis proportions the
probrems of abuse aga j-nst native hromen and chitdren have

reached. The figures counting the victims are sirnply

unconscionable and it. is not unreasonabre to refer to the

current conditions as evidence of outright warfare against

t27 Frantz Fanon, The Vüretched of the Earth (New york: Grove
Press, Inc., l-968).
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women and chil-dren

A recent survey conducted by native Ììromen themselves not

only provides ernpirical evidence of the extremely high

incidence of violence within native communities, but also

supports the thesis that violence is tne root cause of both

rnigration to urban areas as well as fanily break-up.128

The report states that the extremely high rates of family

violence in the aboriginal community, estimated to be eight
times higher than the average for Canadian socj-ety as a whole,

has 'led to family separation, and in almost all cases the

mother and farnily members have fled to larger urban and other

communities for protection and better services. rr2e

The irnpact of farnily violence on migration patterns is
also examined by Clatworthy who found that native men and

women appear to nigrate to cities for different reasons.

Although the desire for employrnent hras the dominant reason

cit,ed for nigration , t native females hrere more likely than

males to state problems on the reserve or in their previous

home community and fanily ties in the city as the major reason

for moving to the city.rr3o In tight. of these findings, it
can be assumed that violence may indeed be an important factor

128 Ontario Native lrIomen, s Association,

129

(Thunder
December
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rbid. , 6.

Clatworthy,

Bay: Ontario
Le89).

Native Housing Conditions,
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Native !{oment s Association,

Breaking Free. A

op. cit. , 22.



explaining gender based migration patterns and the

predominance of singte-parenthood amongst native hromen.

Aside from the failure to recognize family violence as a

contributing factor in deterrnining household type, Peters also

neglects to link the perceived role of hromen, especially

teenage hromen, to the high incidence of single-parenthood.

Linda Taylor's research is particularly relevant in this
context, asserting that a belief in the traditional role of

v¡omen as mothers in fact encourages adolescent parenthood as

a positive position to be in, when measured against other

alternatives.l3l Hence, many young $/omen have become mothers

because their conditioning leads them to believe that women

are best suited to the care of children and the maintenance òf

the home.

The issue of violence within the native community raises

important questions about the extent to which native women

hold power in their own organizations, a matter which witl
subsequently be discussed and will finalize the discussion on

external determinant of poverty. As previous analysis has

illustrated, native hromen in general and native single-parents

in particular are the poorest of the poor and must endure the

gravest hardships; they are not only vj-ctims of racism and

sexism, but also of domestic violence, which affects both

themselves and their children and significantly curtails their

t3l Linda Taylor,
(unpublished

Teen Parents: The Need for Public Policy
paper, December 1-988) .
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ability to improve their socio-economic conditions.

As alluded to in the Introduction, it is irnperative to

understand the role and needs of native $romen not only because

they form the rnajority of the urban native community, but also

because they are the most disadvantaged population segment.

Since a great deal of their disadvantaged position has to do

with a lack of power to make decisions which affect them and

obtain the resources to realize their objectives, the

question to be asked at this point is whether the current

distribution of power within the native community itself lends

native hromen a political voice to address their concerns.

At the outset it should be noted that, it is clearly

beyond the scope of this thesis to engage in a thorough

discussion regarding the traditional role of women in native

cultures.r32 of relevance in this context is only that

colonization brought with it a system oppressive toward native

The most pertinent texts in this area are:
SherriII Cheda, ïIndian Vüomen. An Historical
Example and a Contemporary Viewr " @,
Marylee Stephenson (ed. ) , (Don Mills: General
Publishing Co. Ltd., L977) .

Kathleen Jamieson, Indian Vüomen and the Law in
Canada: Citizens Minus (Advisory Council on the
Status of Vüomen, L978) .

Anne Cameron, Daughters of Copper V,loman (Vancouver:
Press cang Publishers, l-98L).

Native lrÏomen, a special issue of rrCanadian tüomen's
Studies, rr (Suruner/FaII L989 ) 10 (2&3 ) .

' Report of the Aboriginal Justice fnquiry of
Manitoba, Volume l- (l-991-) z 475-507.
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rr.romen, finding its ultimate expression in the Indian Act

which, until recently, afforded different treatment to hromen

than men in regards to band membership.t"

An anallzsis of the types of issues whÍch compose an

organizationts agenda can be drawn upon to get a clearer

understanding of the dynamics within the native community.

Clatworthy and Gunn have utilized this method and have shown

in their survey of native organizations in western Canadian

cities, that many of the issues on the agenda are driven by

a concern for the long-term goals of the native cornmunity at

Iarge, and less so by bread and butter issues which are of

direct relevance to most native hromen. In part, this is a

function of the fact that rnost native organizations are rural-

based and hence their focus is more on landclaims, aboriginal

self-government and the distribution of povter between the

Departrnent of Indian Af fairs and band councils. r3a Urban

issues such as poor housing conditions and the high incidence

of poverty among single-parent farnilies are therefore not

always addressed in this context. Aside from the rural/urban

split which, in part, accounts for the lack of attention paid

to these issues, the argument can be rnade that in general

nat,ive women seem to assign different priorities to issues

Citízens Minus (Advisory Council on the Status of Women,
Le78) .

r34 Clatworthy and Gunn, Economic Circumstances of Native
People in Selected Metropolitan Centres in V'testern Canada
(Vüinnipeg: Institute of Urban Studies, 1-981-).
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than the frequently male-dominated native mainstream

organizations.

The controversy surrounding the attempt of native women

to remove discriminatory practices from the Indian Act by way

of amendment is important in this context, because it refl-ects

the fact that native hromen could not rely on the support of
native mainstream organizations in their struggle for
equality. The current constitutional debate in fact reflects
that many of the issues which are of particular concern to
native women have not been addressed to date, and there is no

agreement regarding the appropriate forurn through which

solutions to these problerns can be achieved.

The recently formed Aboriginal lVomenrs Unity Coatition of
Vfinnipeg (AVüUC) perhaps best captures the demand made by nany

native women, namely an insistence that the aboriginal
readership rftreat the issue of violence against Aboriginal
women and children as a politicar concern equal in importance

to achieving recognition of our inherent rights to govern

ourselvesrr . r35 After aII, aboriginal self -government will
not be a viable mechanism for providing aboriginal peoples

with the authoríty to govern themselves, if half the

aboriginal population is excluded from the decision-making

process. It is pohrer struggles such as these which account

for the reluctance of many native women's organization to give

135 Marilyn
Canadian

Fontaine-Brightstar, I'Breaking
Dimension, 26(2) , (March 1,992):
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the current treadenship the mandate to speak on their behalf.

In sum, the lack of potter of native $tomen in many

mainstream orqanizations not onty has the effect of dividing

the native community thereby weakening its overall

position, but also impedes their struggle towards irnproved

socio-economic conditions.

The previous discussion drew u on both internal and

external determinants of poverty to provide âs complex and

comprehensive a picture as possible of the causal factors

behind the high rates of poverty arnongst urban native single-

parent fa.nilies. As is evident from the inf ormation

presented, there are a number of forces in play which

individually and combined contribute to the socio-economíc

conditions of urban native single-parent families.
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This thesis has demonstrated that the causes of the high

incidence of core housing need amongst urban native single-
parent fanilies are extremely complex and, the final
analysis, are an expression of the poverty so predoninant in
the native single-parent population. A direct relationship
could be established between socio-economic conditions and the

ability to provide shelter. This relationship is further
refined, however, when household type, ethnicity, and gender

are drawn upon as possible contributing factors. In this
context, the hypothesis that household type is indeed related
to housing need and socio-economic status could be supported,

although a more thorough examination of the urban native
population reúealed that numerous other factors such as

ethnicity, gender, demographic characteristics and ultimately
class are also important contributing factors.

OnIy if the complexity and the underlying dynamics of the

problems experienced by the rnajority of urban native single-
parent fanilies are recognized, can hre begin to address

current condit.ions adequately. Myopic and departmentalized

thinking of a problem so aIl-encompassing and complex must be

overcome if solutions to the unconscionable levels of poverty

of native hromen and their children are sought. In light of

L47
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the interrerationship of factors, it also forlows that the
burden to provide relief cannot rest with housing policy arone
and the follotr¡ing reconmendations are in recognition of that
fact.

As alluded to in the introduction and suggested
throughout the text, contemporary conditions are a result of
the colonízation process which shifted the power ahray from
native peoples into the hands of european settlers, hrho have
since controrled alr aspects of the rives of the colonized.
social, politicar and economic change must therefore begin
with.the reversal of the impacts of colonialism by means of
the political rnobirization of native peoples, which in many

respects is already underway. The struggle for the
recognition and constitutionat entrenchment of the inherent
right to aboriginal self-government and the rerentress
insistence on settling outstanding craims and furfilling
treaty obligations attest to that.

Aboriginar serf-government is fundamental to sociar,
economic and political change, because it provides the
mechanism whereby native peoples can shape their own future.
Aboriginal self-government wilI, hohrever, remain an elusive
concept if the required resources are not made avail_able to
imprement the set objectives. Furthermore, unless, these
resources are collectively controlled and the benefits accrued
through their sale or use are shared by the entire conmunity,
it is conceivable that a non-native bourgeoisie wilr simpre be
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replaced by a native one.

In regards to the high rates of violence against vtomen

and children, it is also possible to assume that aboriginal

self-government can provide the mechanism to solve these

problems, which after aII are likely a conseguence of the

devastating effects of colonialisn. It is also reasonable to

hope that aboriginal self-government can provide the necessary

por^rers to reverse these trends. However, if native hlomen

continue to be excluded from the decision-making processes and

native leadership fails to acknowledge that the current level-

of violence against !ì/omen and children has reached crisis

proportions and must be afforded equal attention, aboriginal

self-government has the potential to create nothing other than

a homegrown system of oppression.

Current constitutional negotiations hold promise

regarding the aspirations of aboriginal peoples on and off a

Iand base. Aboriginal self-government off a landbase,

although linited by the very fact that it cannot exercise

jurisdiction over a distinct geographic area, is not ruled

out. The establishment of institutions with exclusive

jurisdÍction in certain matters may in fact provide urban

natives with the necessary control over the decision-naking

process as it, affects them. Hence, it is conceivable that

native run and controlled schools, cultural institutions,

shelters, housing projects and social service providers be

established in urban centres throughout Canada.
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Based on past experience, however, constitutional
changes of this magnitude will unlikely become a reality in
the near future and therefore provide little consolation for
those who require immediate assistance. Albeit only remedial

in its impact, nevertheless of extreme importance, are

therefore short-term measures such as the provision of short-

term and long-term shelters for women and their children, the

implernentation of an adequate child care strategy, the

provision of more suitable, adequate, and affordable housing,

the improvement of current income and shelter support programs

and the continued funding of comrnunity based organizations

which provide badly needed services to those in need of

assistance. Above aÌ1, however, regardless of the type of

service provided native single-parent families must be

targeted as a special needs groups in an effort to meet their
specific needs.

Furthermore, housing policy in particular must recognize

and support the importance of community driven initiatives
such as housing co-operatives, which have the potential to go

beyond the provision of shel-ter and use housing as a means to

address the social, economic and cultural needs of urban

native single-parent families. Onty bottom-up approaches such

as this will empo$/er people to make their o\Â/n decisions and

regain control over their lives.
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